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Density-dependent selection was studied in laboratory popula-

tions of two species of Tribolium, T. castaneum (CS) and T. confusum
(CF), using three measures of sensitivity to crowding and two meas-

ures of fitness. These outbred populations had been artificially subjected to large fluctuations in population density and can thus be considered as biological models of populations in seasonal environments.

Measures of sensitivity to crowding were emigration rate, response
to conditioned flour (flour occupied previously by the same species),
and sensitivity of fecundity to conditioned flour. Fitness was meas-

ured as the fecundities in fresh and conditioned flour.
Emigration rate was density-dependent in two inbred lines of
CS and one of CF, and exhibited both a threshold to density and

variation in intensity. Analysis of the means of six populations

derived from the two CS inbreds (parents, F1, F2, backcrosses)
showed that variation in the magnitude of emigration rate was adequately described by a model involving only additive effects whereas

variation in position of the threshold appeared to involve dominance

and all three types of two-locus interactions. Dominance was in the
direction of higher rates of emigration but dominance x dominance

interactions were in the opposite direction. A genetic analysis of the
outbred populations showed the presence of significant additive

genetic variation for emigration rate in CS and in CF. The
regression of fecundity in conditioned flour on emigration rate was
significant in both species.
Both CS and CF were polymorphic for the second sensitivity

measure, response to conditioned flour. Preliminary experiments
showed that in CF this variation could not be accounted for by differ-

ences in age, sex, fecundation, developmental time or maintenance of

larvae or adults at different levels of conditioning and density. Some
of these factors, or combinations of them, significantly changed the
mean sensitivity to conditioned flour in CF, however. CS was, on

the average, repelled by conditioned flour more than CF. Additive
gene effects were significant in CS and non-additive gene effects were

significant in CF. Regressions of fecundity on this behavior were
non-significant.

Significant genetic variation in the third sensitivity measure,
the sensitivity of fecundity to conditioning, was found in both species.

Heritability estimates from sires were larger than those from dams,
suggesting sex-linkage and disequilibrium. Regressions of fecundity
in conditioned flour on this measure of sensitivity were significant
in both species.

Discriminant analysis on half-sib families measured for all
three sensitivity characters showed that the supercharacter with the
maximum additive genetic variation is a measure of sensitivity to
crowding. Fecundity in conditioned flour had a significant regression

on the discriminant function, families with the lowest sensitivities
having exhibited the highest feCundities. The significant relationship

of the variation in sensitivity to crowding to a major component of

fitness is strong evidence that the variation has been maintained by
fluctuating density-dependent selection. The experiments demonstrate

that high, periodic density-independent mortality is an insufficient

parameter to predict fixation of "r-strategist" genotypes.
The additive genetic correlation between fecundity and the

sensitivity of fecundity to environmental variation was positive for
fecundity in conditioned flour and negative for fecundity in fresh flour.

These correlations suggest that variation in sensitivity to conditioning

involves "specialist" genotypes, i.e. genotypes whose effects are

negatively correlated across environments. Also, additive genetic

correlations between fecundity in fresh and conditioned flour were
low in both species while the genetic correlations involving dominance
were high. This suggests the presence of other loci with "generalist"

effects. The implications of the maintenance of both specialists and

generalists in one population is discussed with respect to linkage
disequilibrium and niche width.
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DENSITY-DEPENDENT SELECTION AND THE MAINTENANCE
OF GENETIC VARIATION IN LIFE-HISTORY ATTRIBUTES:
EVIDENCE FROM TRIBOLIUM CASTANEUM AND
T. CONFUSUM IN TEMPORALLY
HETEROGENEOUS ENVIRONMENTS
INTRODUCTION

This study concerns the adaptations of individuals belonging to

two laboratory populations of beetles, Tribolium castaneum and

T. confusum, to an environmental regime of fluctuating densities.
The populations studied are characterized by high levels of densityindependent mortality but are also exposed to selection for reproduc-

tion at different densities. Density-dependent selection includes any
situation in which the relative fitness of two or more genotypes changes
with a change in population density. Interest in this mode of selection

has arisen in several fields dealing principally with 1) the evolution of
life-history strategies (MacArthur and Wilson, 1967; Gadgil and

Bossert, 1970; Hairston et al., 1970; Pianka, 1970, 1972; Gadgil and
Solbrig, 1972; Abrahamson and Gadgil, 1973; Gaines et al., 1974;
Schaffer, 1974; Taylor et al., 1974; Mc Naughton, 1975), 2) interactions
between gene frequencies and population dynamics (Anderson and King,

1970; Anderson, 1971; Charlesworth, 1971; King and Anderson, 1971;

Roughgarden, 1971; Charlesworth and Giesel, 1972a, b) and 3) population genetics (Charlesworth, 1971; Clarke, 1971; Roughgarden,
1971).

I was interested primarily in two questions involving these
populations as biological models of populations in seasonal environ-

ments. First, is genetic variation maintained in response to environ-

mental heterogeneity? Second, is there any evidence for a "Principle
of Allocation" at the genetic level?

The first question is intrinsically interesting with regard to the
hypothesis that high levels of density-independent mortality should
lead to fixation of high r-genes (the populations studied do not grow

logistically but I will use the terminology r- and K-strategies to refer
to phenotypes or genotypes with selective advantages under low and

high density conditions, respectively). This idea has been used to

predict a gradient of reproductive strategies related to latitude
(MacArthur and Wilson, 1967; Gadgil and Bossert, 1970; Gadgil and
Solbrig, 1972).

The second question is perhaps more interesting. The "Principle of Allocation" (Levins, 1968) was stated succintly by Goethe
(quoted by Darwin, 1882, p. 119):

In order to spend on one side, nature is forced
to economize on the other side.
This concept has figured prominently in some population biology

models (e.g. Levins, 1968; Gadgil and Bossert, 1970; Roughgarden,
1971).

The question at the genetic level is whether there are

"specialist" genotypes or genotypes whose effects are negatively
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correlated between environments. This point is interesting with

respect to the potential for interactions between population growth

and gene frequency change as well as the prediction of life-history

strategies.
My study of adaptation to fluctuating density relies on three

measures of sensitivity to crowding and two measures of fitness.
Sensitivity was measured by "emigration" behavior, the behavioral
response to conditioned flour (discussed below) and the sensitivity of
fecundity to conditioned flour. Fecundities in fresh and in conditioned

flour were used as measures of fitness. The rationale for studying
adaptation to density by measuring sensitivity was based on
Roughgarden's (1971) analysis of r- and K-selection (a type of densitydependent selection assuming a logistic growth function) in terms of

ecological energetics. Roughgarden suggested that K (fitness in a
crowded environment) is best interpreted as "a measure of the individual's sensitivity to having his average productivity diminished by

crowding." Another interpretation suggests that r-selection increases
productivity while K-selection increases efficiency (MacArthur and
Wilson, 1967).

The laboratory populations which I investigated have been main-

tained in the laboratory by P. S. Dawson for over seven years in such
a way that they simulate the population dynamics of species living in

seasonal environments (Figure 1). Cyclical variation in population

4

Figure 1. Changes in the total numbers of adults (dark vertical bars)
per transfer cycle. Cycle length was 10 weeks on the
average. These populations comprise the pure species
control cultures of one replicate of P. S. Dawson's
competition series (41).
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density has been artificially maintained by reducing the population
size to 200 at 10 week intervals while simultaneously renewing the

medium. The reduction in population size is analogous to yearly
density-independent mortality associated with overwintering in many

temperate-zone species. In addition to this high density-independent

mortality, reproduction occurs at two densities. Hence, this biological model is characterized by fluctuating selection pressures: high
density-independent mortality favoring high productivity under optimum conditions (r-selection) and reproduction under crowded condi-

tions (K-selection).
In addition to viewing these populations as biological models,

the characters studied have an intrinsic interest with respect to the
life-history in natural populations. Dawson (1976) has pointed out the

similarity of the population processes in these beetles under laboratory conditions to those which would occur under the conditions presumed to have governed their evolution.
Many studies (reviewed by King and Dawson, 1972; Sokoloff,

1974) have demonstrated that: 1) Tribolium are capable of and do

respond to variation in population density or cumulative functions of

density such as conditioning of the medium; 2) increases in density or
conditioning have substantial effects on components of fitness; and

3) there is some genetic variation in the response to density or
conditioning. Thus, populations of Tribolium, such as the ones

7

examined in this study, in which reproduction occurs under various
levels of density or conditioning, would seem to be optimal systems
for investigating density-dependent selection.

Two of the measurements of sensitivity are actually based on
response to conditioning of the medium rather than directly upon

sensitivity to density. Conditioning is one consequence of increasing
density and may be the most important environmental parameter
affecting these animals. Conditioning is not well defined but in
general denotes the quality of the flour medium imparted by occupa-

tion by at least one life stage. Obvious changes occurring as a result
of this occupation include depletion of the flour and addition of excretory products including the pheromones, methyl- and ethylquinone

(Loconti and Roth, 1953). The latter interact with the flour and

impart to it a characteristic and rank odor.
Many effects of conditioned flour on demographic parameters

are known. Park (1935) found that fecundity of T. confusum (here-

after designated CF) was reduced to 1/10 of normal in beetles

acclimated to conditioned flour for two months. A later study (Park
and Woollcott, 1937) demonstrated that the response to increasing

density was non-linearfecundity decreased by 33% (40% of the total
decrease) in only 5% conditioned flour. It seems improbable that

these results can be accounted for by a simple reduction in the
nutritive content of the medium. In addition to its effect on fecundity,

8

conditioning reduced adult (male) cannibalism on eggs by 50%, lengthened developmental time by 59% and increased mortality to 70% (Park,
1935). Prus (1961) confirmed that conditioned flour reduces fecundity

and Prus (1961) and Sonleitner (1961) extended the observation to

T. castaneum (hereafter designated CS). Karten (1965) has demonstrated the existence of genetic variation in sensitivity to conditioned
flour and in the ability to condition flour.

9

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Most of the methods and equipment used for maintaining and

handling Tribolium are standard, and descriptions can be found in the
reviews by King and Dawson (1972) and Sokoloff (1974). Special appa-

ratus were used for measuring the two behaviors; these are completely described below. The detection of genetic variation in the out-

bred populations (the heritability experiment described below) was

carried out simultaneously for all characters and both species

although the data are presented as if each analysis were separate.
The standard flour medium (SFM) for raising and testing the
beetles consisted of stone-ground whole wheat flour supplemented

with 5% brewer's yeast. Conditioned flour medium (CFM) was made
from conditioned flour collected from old stock cultures. This was

sifted at intervals to remove larvae. The six concentrations of conditioned flour used to construct the gradients were made by diluting
the stock conditioned flour to various degrees with SFM. The CFM
dilutions were made with the aim of detecting behavioral variation in
response to the level of conditioning. The heavily conditioned flour

from the stock cultures was uniformly repulsive to all beetles. Hence,
the concentration was reduced until some variation in behavior was
detected. The maximum concentration of stock conditioned flour was

33% and 50% by weight for CS and CF, respectively. For the
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gradient, equal decrements in concentration down to 0% were used.
These decrements were in steps of 1/18 for CS conditioned flour and
in steps of 1/12 for CF conditioned flour. The final distribution of the

beetles along this gradient was bimodal in each species (see Figure 11,

P

,

for example).

Uniformity of conditioning levels within experiments was maintained by collecting a large amount of conditioned flour initially; how-

ever, it was not practicable to obtain enough conditioned flour for all
experiments at once so the level of conditioning probably varied
between experiments.

In addition to its use in the flour gradient apparatus, conditioned
flour was also used as an environmental treatment to precondition

larvae and/or adults before behavioral observations or fecundity

measurements. For the fecundity measurements conditioned flour,
obtained as above, was sifted with #5 silk bolting cloth and diluted

with fine, bleached flour supplemented with 5% brewer's yeast. The
latter medium was used for the measurement of fecundity in "fresh"
flour.
Stocks

The outbred beetles used in this work are derivatives of the
"Oregon Synthetic" populations of CS and CF (King and Dawson, 1972).

These populations have a long laboratory history. Two replicate
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populations of each species have been maintained in Dawson's labora-

tory, as controls for experimental mixed-species cultures, for over
seven years by transferring 200 adults at ten week intervals.

In

addition they have been kept under the rather uniform environment of

a laboratory incubator adjusted to 29°C and 50-70% relative humidity.
A third population of each species was synthesized in the Spring of
1974 from a random sample of 100 adults of each replicate. Unless

otherwise noted, beetles from the third populations were used in the
experiments. In particular beetles from this population were used for
the experiments dealing with the behavioral response to conditioned
flour. Beetles from the third population were also used for the gene-

tic analyses of emigration, response to conditioned flour, fecundity in
fresh flour and fecundity in conditioned flour; eggs were collected

from a random sample of adults approximately one year after the
populations were initiated.
In addition to the outbred stocks the inbred lines CSIA2E,
CSIA1OD and CFIA1 were used for studies of emigration. These

inbreds were derived from the "Berkeley Synthetic" population, a
component of the Oregon Synthetic population, by brother-sister

matings (Lerner and Ho, 1961). After 54-60 generations at Berkeley,

the lines were maintained for ten years by transferring small numbers
(usually five) at four to five month intervals in Dawson's lab (personal
communication).
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Apparatus

For measuring the response to conditioned flour, a "fractional"
apparatus similar to that used by Ghent (1966) for studying vertical
distribution was designed (Figure 2). This consisted of seven 20 mm

rings of 1/8 inch wall and 1 inch inside diameter.

These were held

together with tape allowing rapid disassembly. The two end rings

were blind, thus forming a 140 mm tube enclosing a stepwise gradient of conditioned flour and lacking any flour-to-air interface. The

procedure for assembling this apparatus in such a way as to closely

align the step in flour gradient with the ring interfaces was rather
involved and quite time consuming. Five to seven columns were

assembled simultaneously. The procedure consisted of filling the
tubes with a single type of flour and then fractionating these and
reassembling into tubes with a gradient.

The beetles were tested with the tube in a horizontal position
and were started from the conditioned flour (#6) end. The absence of

a flour-to-air interface was intended to prevent the problem of having

unscorable beetles present on the surface. My initial experience with
this apparatus indicated that with too many beetles and too lightly
packed flour, the beetles themselves would pack the flour enough to

form an air pocket. Thus, my initial experiments dealing with dif-

ferences in sex, developmental rate, age of mating, age, and larval

13

Figure 2.

Assembled conditioned flour gradient (approximately
actual size).
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and adult environment (see Table 1) were hampered to some extent by

this problem. In subsequent (heritability) experiments only 20 beetles

were tested at once, and this problem was not observed.
Tribolium are negatively phototactic. Thus, in the heritability

experiment (1.6, Table 1) the tubes were covered with an opaque plastic to prevent exposure to directional light sources due to opening and
closing of the incubator. This precaution was not taken in the earlier

experiments, however.

The preferred environment of these beetles includes a warm and
humid climate; hence, "equilibration" of flour to incubator conditions

before introducing the beetles is a usual practice. Because the
assembly procedure involved several hours during which the flour was

exposed to the generally lower humidity and temperature of the labora-

tory, this practice was not carried out in the initial experiments.
However, for the later heritability analysis I attempted to compensate
for this by maintaining the flour at 34°C and 70% RH for two days

before assembling the columns.

The apparatus for measuring emigration was very simple and

was functionally similar to the "laboratory set" of Prus (1963) in that

it takes advantage of the beetles' tendency to climb. For the heritability experiments (1.6, Table 1) and the density experiments with
inbred lines (1.3, Table 1), the apparatus consisted of a creamer

containing 6 grams SFM. For the genetic analysis of the CS inbred

Table 1. Summary of experiments
Stocks

Expe riment

Outbred

Protocol

Preliminary

3

Outbred
Inbred

Density

4

Inbred

Matherian

Character
Emigration

I.
1

2

(CS only)
5

Outbred

Heterogeneity

6

Outbred
Outbred

h

7

II.

Remarks

2

Fecundity

Conditioned flour response
Preliminary
Outbred
1

(Continued on next page)

To determine method for obtaining repeatable measurements
Determination of repeatabilities using 8-day protocol

Response vs. initial density. To confirm that the
behavior is density dependent and that the apparatus
can detect genetic variation
Response of F1, F2, backcrosses and parents at two
densities to elucidate genetic control of differences in
threshold position and intensity of response
Heterogeneity of response within families. To distinguish between variation in level of quinone production and variation in sensitivity to density
To assess presence of additive genetic variation
To assess the relationship of variation in emigration
to fitness (same as M. 2)

Factorial experiments to determine the effects of
various non-genetic factors on the response
a. Age x Sex x Developmental rate
b. Age x Mating scheme x Developmental rate
c. Larval environment x Adult environment x
Developmental rate

Table 1. (Continued)

Character

Stocks

Remarks

Experiment

IL Conditioned flour response (cont`d)
2
3

Outbred
Outbred

h2

Fecundity

To assess the presence of genetic variability
To assess the relationship of the variation to fitness
(same as III. 2)

III. Fecundity
1

Outbred

Preliminary

Determination of repeatabilities in both fresh and
conditioned flour

2

Outbred

h

2

To assess the genetic variation in fecundity in fresh
flour and in conditioned flour for a) determination of
variation in sensitivity of fecundity to conditioning,
b) regression on the two behaviors (see 1.7 and 11.3),
c) determination of genetic correlations between
fecundity and sensitivity of fecundity to conditioning
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lines plastic containers were used: a 1 inch inside diameter vial containing 4 grams SFM. The change over in apparatus was made so

that the response could be examined at three densities, determined by
differences in the quantity of flour, while keeping the proportions of

the flour column approximately constant. However, unexpected

responses terminated the experiment at the lowest density. The
beetles were allowed 24 hours to adjust to the apparatus before being

allowed to escape. Escape was allowed via a segment of pipe cleaner
inserted into approximately the center of the flour surface and extend-

ing over the lip of the container. The creamers were equilibrated to
incubator conditions for two days in the density and heritability experiments and for one day in the genetic analysis of CS inbred lines (to

hasten the turnover of the plastic vials). The creamer or plastic vial

was set in a larger glass vessel which served to contain the emigrants.
Emigration was measured for 24 hours; these periods were always
begun between 9:30 and 10:30 A.M. in order to control for diel
rhythms (Pimentel, 1958).

Procedures
Emigration

In a preliminary experiment (I. 1, Table 1), emigration was

measured in full sib families three times in consecutive 24 hour
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periods. The mean proportion of emigrants alternated from high to

low, to high again, on the three successive days, and the correlations
of family performance between days were low. The implication of

these data was that emigration, which results in a beetle remaining in
an otherwise empty jar for up to 24 hours, subsequently inhibits the
activity level of the individual; this inhibitory effect would have been

differentially experienced by families (according to emigration rate)

and could account for the low repeatability of the behavior. The pro-

tocol for making repeated measurements was therefore altered in
order to expose all individuals to the same environmental variation
and to expose them to the same sequence of environments in both

trials. This was accomplished by transferring all individuals to an
empty container for 24 hour periods prior to the first measurement
and returning emigrants to flour for 24 hours followed by transferring
all individuals to an empty container again prior to the second meas-

urement. The total time needed for these two measurements on one
group was therefore eight days. Using this protocol, the repeat-

ability of emigration was determined for both species (Tables 2 and 3).
The analyses were based on the angular transformation of the observed
proportion of emigrants (arc sin 4--F ). The repeatabilities for CS and

CF were 0.77 and 0,56, respectively. Two measurements were subsequently made for this character in the density and heritability
experiments (Table 1). The expected reduction in variance due to
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Table 2. T. castaneum. ANOVA of repeated measurements of emigration on unrelated full-sib
families.
Source

df

MS

Between families

21

25.92

Within families
o-

A

11.27

22

3.39

EMS
2

+ 2ff.2

o-

A

2
o-

= 0.77

Table 3. T. confusum. ANOVA of repeated measurements of emigration on unrelated full-sib
families.
Source

df

MS

Between families

19

17.41

Within families
(r

2

A

= 6.28

20

r= 0.56

4.85

EMS
2
2
cr

+ 2o-

2

A

21

the repetition is 12% and 22% for CS and CF, respectively (Falconer,
1960, p. 147).

The remaining experiments dealing with emigration can be categorized as follows: 1) emigration as a function of density was

examined in three inbred lines (1.3, Table 1); 2) the analysis of genetic differences between a pair of CS inbred lines was studied at two

densities (1.4, Table 1); 3) marking experiments were carried out in
each species to test for heterogeneity of emigration rates within
families (1.5, Table 1); 4) heritability experiments on each species
were conducted in order to detect the presence of additive genetic

variation (1.6, Table 1). These will be discussed in the order given.
1) For the analyses of the effect of density within inbred lines,
density was varied by changing the numbers of beetles per 6 grams
SFM. Two CS inbred lines (CSIA2E and CSIA10D) and one CF inbred

(CFIA1) were used. Seven independent replicates were obtained with

the following exceptions: density 1/3 had only six replicates; beetles
used for CSIA2E densities 8 1/3 and 10 were obtained from replicates

for densities 1 i- 2 1/3 + 5 and 6 2/3 + 3 1/3, respectively, after the
initial experiment with densities 1/3 through 6 2 /3 failed to show any
effect of density. Replicate values were the mean of two trials for
lines CSIA1OD and CFLA1 as explained above. A power outage caused

interference with the CSIA2E experiment and the loss of some data so

the analysis was done only on the values from the first trial.
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Replicates were summed and treated as contingency tables for
the analysis. Chi squares associated with linear regression and deviations therefrom were calculated as described by Snedecor and Coch-

ran (1967, pp. 246-248). Pupae were collected for these experiments
over a four day period, sexed, and randomly alloted to treatments.
As in the remaining emigration experiments, the sexes were maintained separately, but at the test density, for two weeks and tested one

week after mating, i.e. in the second week after eclosion.
2) The genetic basis for the observed differences between the
inbred lines CSIA2E and CSIA10D were investigated by analysis of

means from six populations: both parents, F1, F2 and backcrosses to
both parents at densities of 4.44 and 10 beetles /gram SFM. The F1
was derived from a cross of 10D males with 2E females. Both back-

crosses utilized F1 females. Conclusions based on variance within
these lines were precluded due to the variance for one backcross being

smaller than that for all three isogenic lines.
In the initial experimental design for the genetic analysis each
group of 40 beetles was to be tested at each of the three densities,
thereby considerably reducing the workload involved in sexing pupae

and allowing a larger sample size. However, this procedure was
unsuccessful due to an unexpected "memory" manifested by the beetles

for the initial density at which they had been maintained for three
weeks. Table 4 shows these data as departures from the control
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Table 4. Departures of the number of emigrants from control values

after acclimation. Acclimation at one of three densities for
3 weeks was followed by exposure to a second density for
2 days. Treatment numbers refer to the number of grams
of SFM in which the beetles were acclimated or to which
they were transferred. Bc 1 and Bc 2 are backcrosses to 2E
and 10D, respectively.
Density Change

Treatment

First

Low to High

High to Low
24

9

24

9

4

4

9

4

4

Second

24

9

24

10D

-3.2

8.1

-4.2

18.1

13.6

8.6

2E

-4.2

-0.8

-2.2

5.3

4.6

4.6

F

-0.4

1.4

-1.6

14.4

10.6

9.6

-1.5

1.5

-3.5

9.5

9.3

12.3

-2.4

-0,8

-0.4

9.3

8.4

16.4

6.6

-3.4

-1.4

13.6

8.4

10.4

1

F2

Bc
1

Bc

2
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values, the mean of eight replicates tested at the density at which

they were acclimated. These data clearly demonstrate without
statistical analyses that when exposed to densities lower than that to
which they have been acclimated they under respond compared to

controls and vice versa. The response is analogous to accommodation in the physiological sense. Because of the accommodation effect,

each group of beetles in this analysis was tested only once. Further-

more, the experiment was scaled down: approximately 30 replicates of
each generation at density 10 beetles per gram SFM and a variable (14-33)

number at a density of 4.44 beetles per gram SFM were obtained. A
second complication, also present in other experiments, involved
changes in the mean response with time. Analyses of variance within
lines revealed differences between the first and remaining blocks (in
each line except the F2 at density 10 and CSIA2E and F1 at density
4.444). Consequently, the standard errors for the analysis of

generation means were taken as the residual mean squares from these
analyses of variance.

3) Prior to the heritability experiment I initiated experiments
on each species in order to determine if there was significant heterogeneity of response within families. Since the emigration measure-

ments were based on group performance, the variation between fami-

lies could not strictly be attributed to variation in response between

individual beetles of a family. For example, variation between
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families in the rate of quinone production could result in differences
in emigration between families even if the sensitivity to quinones

was identical in all individuals. The experimental design for
investigating this question is illustrated in Figure 3. Twenty full

sibs were tested for each replicate. Emigrants were marked with a
small amount of thickened acetate ink. All individuals were then

tested a second time following the protocol given above. The numbers
of marked and unmarked emigrants were recorded. If probabilities
of emigration within families are homogeneous, both marked and
unmarked beetles should have equal probabilities of emigrating on the

second trial. As an estimate of this probability, I used the mean
proportion of emigrants of both trials. The probability of obtaining the
observed numbers of marked and unmarked emigrants was calculated

as the product of the appropriate binomial probabilities. On the other
hand, if the emigration probabilities of individuals with families are

heterogeneous, the group emigrating on the first trial should consist
of a larger proportion of individuals with the higher probabilities;

thus, the second trial yields two probability estimates, and the

proportion of unmarked individuals which emigrate estimates the
lower probability. The probability of the observed numbers of marked

and unmarked emigrants was then calculated as the product of the
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Figure 3.

Experimental design for the marking experiment to
detect the presence of heterogeneity of emigration rates
full sib families. P."' (n, p) indicates the probability of obtaining, from a binomial population with
parameters n and p, the number of emigrants observed
on the second trial.
pwithin
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appropriate binomial probabilities. These probabilities were then

used for likelihood ratio tests of the hypothesis that marked beetles
have no higher probability of emigration than do unmarked beetles.

For replicates in which the proportion of marked emigrants was less
than the proportion of unmarked emigrants, the likelihood ratio was
assumed to be unity.

Conditioned Flour Response

Preliminary experiments (II. 1, Table 1) were conducted on both

species in order to determine the influence of a number of factors on
the response to conditioned flour. These were combined factorially in

three experiments: 1) sex x age x developmental rate; 2) age x mating
scheme x developmental rate; 3) larval environment x adult environment x developmental rate. The first experiment examined the effect

of age in virgin beetles. The second experiment examined differences

between mated and virgin beetles at different ages. The third experiment examined the influence of acclimatization to different levels of

density and conditioning. For CF three replicates of 30 beetles were
obtained for each treatment class in experiments (1) and (2) and six

replicates were obtained for each class in (3). The data for CS were
unbalanced. Larvae were raised and adults maintained at a density

of 5 per gram SFM for experiments (1) and (2).
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In all experiments developmental rate was considered to be a
potential source of variability and was therefore included in each

experiment as "early" and "late" developing pupae. These two categories correspond roughly to the first 50% and last 50% of individuals

to pupate. Early CS pupae were collected 20 days after initiating the
culture from eggs collected over the previous 24 hours; early CF
pupae were collected after 21

1/2

days. Late CS and CF pupae were

collected up to seven and six days after the initial collection, respectively. Variation in incubator conditions introduced sufficient varia-

tion in the developmental rate to cause considerable deviations from
the 50:50 ratio. Nevertheless, "early" and "late" are still valid

categories as the variation should affect the results only by masking
differences between groups. A second problem encountered was due
to the highly positively skewed distribution of developmental rates.

Because of this the early pupae had a much smaller (1/2 to 1/3) age
range than did late pupae.

The beetles were mated eight days after being collected as

pupae, this being counted as time "O." The influence of age was
examined in beetles up to three weeks of age, counting from age "0."
The environmental treatments applied to both larvae and adults
were the compound effects of high density and conditioned flour or

low density and fresh flour. Conditioned flour dilution #6 was used.
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Larval and adult densities were 100 or 5 per gram CFM or SFM,
res pectively.
Fecundity

Four pilot experiments (III. 1, Table 1) were performed prior to

the heritability analysis. From these I was able to assess the
repeatability of fecundity in conditioned flour and fresh flour in both

species. Fecundity was measured twice in each type of flour on 25 CF
and 21 CS pairs.

Paired t-tests of the difference between (repeated) measure-

ments were significant for CS in fresh flour (P <0.025), CS in conditioned flour (P <0.005) and CF in conditioned flour (P <0.001).

For these three experiments the data were corrected by adding the
mean difference to the second observation. The analyses of variance

for the four experiments are presented in Tables 5 through 8. The
repeatability for fecundity in fresh flour was 85% in both species.
Thus, the reduction in variance from making two measurements would

be less than 8% (Falconer, 1960, p. 147). Weighing the difficulty of
making two measurements against this modest gain, I decided that a
single measurement would be highly satisfactory for the heritability

experiment. For fecundity in conditioned flour, the repeatabilities
were 48% and 64% for CS and CF, respectively. However, it was
these measurements which were affected most by the temperature
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Table 5. T. castaneum. ANOVA between and within
repeated measurements of fecundity of indi-

vidual, unrelated females in fresh flour.
Source

df

MS

Between females

19

205.5

Within females

20

16.7

2
Cr

= 94.4

EMS

a-2 +2a
2
o-

r = 0.85

Table 6. T. confusum. ANOVA between and within
repeated measurements of fecundity of indi-

vidual, unrelated females in fresh flour.
EMS

Source

df

MS

Between females

23

111.5

o-

Within females

24

9.4

o-

or

2

= 51.1

= 0.85

2
2

+ 2o-

2
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Table 7. T. castaneum. ANOVA between and within
repeated measurements of fecundity of individual, unrelated females in conditioned flour.
Source

df

MS

Between females

18

51.2

Within females
2
o-

A

= 16.6

19

9

18.0

EMS
2
0-

+ 2 o-

2

A

2
o-

0.48

Table 8. T. confusum. ANOVA between and within
repeated measurements of fecundity of individual, unrelated females in conditioned flour.
Source

df

MS

Between females

22

53.8

o

Within females

23

19.5

o-

cr

Z

A

= 34.3

9 = 0.64

EMS
2
2

+2a 2
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fluctuations and thus are probably less reliable than those for fresh
flour. Only single measurements of this character were made in the

heritability experiment in order to maintain consistency with the

measurement in fresh flour.
Heritability Experiment

The heritability analyses of emigration, response to conditioned
flour, fecundity in fresh flour and fecundity in conditioned flour were

carried out simultaneously for both species. A half sib design was
used with a maximum number of 41 male parents of each species. An
average of approximately three female parents per male was attained.
The numbers of both male and female parents varied due to accidental

losses or insufficient number of eggs collected. Parents were
obtained as single random samples from the outbred populations. Due

to the large amount of time necessary to carry out these measure-

ments, the experiment was divided into blocks. As a result, parental
age varied between blocks.

The rearing procedure used in this experiment was designed to
minimize variation in age and density and to randomize developmental

rates of tested beetles. Sequential 24 hour egg collections were
obtained from each female, and the progeny of each collection were

raised in separate 6 dram shell vials filled with approximately
6 grams of SFM. Egg collections were made on five successive days
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from CF and on four alternate days from CS females, the differences
being due to the higher fecundity and greater dispersion of developmental time of CS. Fifteen or fewer eggs were kept from each egg

collection of CF females and 20 or fewer were kept from CS females;

thus, the densities were kept quite low.
The procedure for collecting pupae with randomized rates of
development but of the same age consisted of sampling progeny from

the series of vials described above. Pupae were removed at day 25
from all vials. Five days later pupae were collected from each vial.
Hence, pupae collected from the oldest vial were the slowest develop-

ing, and those collected from the youngest vial were the most rapidly
developing. Pupae from the first collection were kept as extras, in

case there were not sufficient pupae from the second collection, for
the measurement of emigration and response to conditioned flour.
The measurements of emigration and response to conditioned
flour were obtained on the same group of 20 full sibs. Six full sibs

were retained for the fecundity measurements. The sexes were maintained separately, ten per 3 grams SFM, for two weeks after being
collected as pupae; they were then mated in 6 grams of SFM and

tested one week later for emigration, i.e. in the second to third week
after eclosion. The conditioned flour response was measured nine

days later. For the fecundity measurements the females were maintained as virgins for three weeks at or below a density of ten per
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3 grams SFM. The measurement of fecundity in SFM was made

eight days after mating. These females were then transferred with
their mate to 3 grams of #6 conditioned flour for six days before mak-

ing the fecundity measurement in CFM. Thus, sibs were maintained
in the same vials up until the fecundity measurement in fresh flour
but were then separated. The fecundity measurements are only

estimates of real fecundity as they are the number of eggs oviposited
over a two day period minus the number eaten by both parents. Eggs
were removed from the flour with a #5 mesh sieve and counted under

a dissecting microscope. Only eggs which appeared undamaged were

counted. Eggs attached to the wall of the vial were included if they
appeared undamaged under the microscope.
Daring the collection of these eggs, it was observed that
females would occasionally oviposit no or very few eggs on a given day

bracketed by days with normal oviposition rates. This seemed to be
correlated with the presence of the beetle lying on her "back" on the

surface of the flour. This same result could be anticipated to occur
during the fecundity measurements and was expected to lead to a
greater than expected frequency of low fecundities. It did occur and

is illustrated in Figures 4 and 5 for CS and CF, respectively. These
data were amended by deleting observations of fecundity in fresh flour
of less than 19 in CS and 10 in CF, and by deleting observations of
fecundity in conditioned flour of less than 10 in CS and 3 in CF.

amended distributions are also shown in Figures 4 and 5.

The
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Figure 4.

Cumulative frequency distributions of fecundity in
T. castaneum. Solid symbols are for fecundity in fresh
flour. Open symbols are for fecundity in conditioned
flour. Circles indicate the distribution before, and
triangles after, eliminating extraneous low values. The
final minimum accepted values were 19 and 10 for
fecundity in fresh and conditioned flour, respectively.
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Figure 5.

Cumulative frequency distributions of fecundity in
T. confusum. Symbols as in Figure 4. Final minimum
values were 10 and 3 for fecundity in fresh and conditioned flour, respectively.
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RESULTS

The results of the experiments will not be described in the
chronological order in which they were performed, but rather by

character, viz. emigration, response to conditioned flour and
fecundity (in fresh and conditioned flour). The heritability analyses

of these characters (111.2, Table 1) were carried out at one time, each

character being measured in each family. However, in the interest
of maximizing continuity, I describe these (heritability) results

together with other experiments for each character separately as if
the heritability experiments were done independently. The results of

covariance analyses are presented in a final section.
Emigration

Results of the density experiments using inbred lines are

presented in Table 9 and Figure 6. In each experiment the effect of
density was significant. This confirms the ability of the apparatus to

detect behavioral responses due to altered density. Furthermore, the
clear differences between lines demonstrates that the simple apparatus is sufficiently sensitive to detect genetic differences in the
behavior at a single density.
A significant (P < 0.0001) linear trend in the proportion of
emigrants was found in line CSIA10D. Deviations from linear

Table 9. Emigration in response to differences in initial density. Data are the sums of all repli-

cates (see text). E= emigrants; NE = non-emigrants; P = proportion of emigrants.

CSIA2E
E
NE
P

0.333

1.000

1.667

1

1

0

P
CFIA1
E
NE

P

1

4

6.667

8.333

10.000

Total

2

7

52

135

298

67
353

1489

0.149

0.160

0.083

5.000

13

41

70

97

136

208

273

0.071

0.024

0

0.010

0.029

0.010

0.025

0

4

6

---

16

47

CSIA1OD

E
NE

Density
2.333
3.333

12

37

57

0

0.098

0.095

0

8

26

14

28

0

0.222

121

154

0.117

0.234

73

121

44

54
44

67

0.371

0.551

0.521

--

-

73

381

0.161

89

188
92

470
378

0.576

0.671

0.554
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Figure 6. Emigration in response to variation in initial density.
Data (to) given in Table 8. Crosses (x) correspond to
data obtained from later analyses.
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regression were significant in the case of lines CSIA2E (P < 0.005)
and CFIA1 (P < 0.02). The nature of these deviations is most clearly

seen in Figure 6. Emigration responds to increasing density in a
threshold rather than continuous manner. The response in CSIA1OD
begins between the two lowest densities. The regression of emigration on density up to density 6.666 in line CSIA2E is not significantly

different from zero (b = 0.000147, sb = 0.000391), however. Thus,
there was nearly a 20-fold difference between the density at which the

two lines first responded. In addition to the differences between these

two lines in the position of the threshold, there was a clear difference

in the intensity of the response, i.e. in the mean proportion of
emigrants.

The two aspects of the response--variation in threshold position
and variation in intensity of response--were investigated further by
measuring the mean emigration rate in both inbred lines and four

populations, F1, F2, and both backcrosses, derived from them (1.4,
Table 1). Variation in the behavior was measured at two densities,

4.444 and 10 beetles/gram SFM. From Figure 6 it can be seen that
density 4.444 is intermediate between the thresholds of response in
the two lines while density 10 is greater than both threshold densities.

Hence, variation in the farmer measurement will include variation
due to changing thresholds while the latter will not.
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The observed means of the six populations are presented in
Tables 10 and 11. To test for the presence of gene interaction a

joint scaling test of the model consisting of only mean, additive and

dominance parameters was performed first (Mather and Jinks, 1971).
This was done on the angular transformation of the proportion of

emigrants. The results for density 10 are presented in Table 10.
An additive-dominance model is sufficient to describe the six means.

Chi-square for deviation from the model was 1.58 (P > 0.5). The
dominance component is in the direction of higher response but is not

significantly greater than zero (t = 1.68, P > 0.10).
The results for density 4.444 were altogether different. The
scaling test is presented in Table 11. The observed means differ
significantly from those expected on the basis of an additive-

dominance model. Chi-square was 21.33 (P < 0.005). A six parameter model was then fit to these data (Mather and Jinks, 1971).

Although there are no degrees of freedom left to test the adequacy of

the model, i.e. to determine if there are significant higher order
interactions or linkage effects, significance tests of the six parameters

are possible.

All parameters were significantly different from zero

(Table 12).

The dominance component is largest followed by the dominance

x dominance interaction. Both of these components are independent
of gene distribution in the parents, and thus, the estimates reflect
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Table 10. Joint scaling test for emigration at a density of
10 beetles

per gram. The analysis was based on data transformed
to arc sin 4p, where p = observed proportion of 40
beetles emigrating over a 24 hour period. N = number of
replicates of 40 beetles.

Observed

Expected

Population

N

Mean

Parent (2E)

28

32.27

31.78

BkC

30

39. 14

39.96

F1

30

48.29

48.13

F2

31

47 . 61

47.12

BkC - 10D

31

54.63

54.18

Parent (10D)

32

60.16

60.45

2E

Estimated
Parameters:
m

[d]
[h]

(mean)

(additive effects)
(dominance effects)

46.12 ± 0.69
14.33 ± 0.68
2.01 ± 1.20

Mean
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Table 11. Joint scaling test for emigration at a density of 4.444
beetles per gram. The analysis was based on arc sin 4-1-3,
where p = observed proportion of 40 beetles emigrating
over a 24 hour period. N = number of replicates of 40

beetles.

Mean

Expected
Mean

14

43.97

46.59

26

27.70

29.00

F1

22

35.49

36.65

F2

17

32.73

35.31

BkC - 10D

33

45.29

41.62

Parent (10D)

20

43.97

46.59

Observed

Generation

Parent (2E)
2E

BkC

Estimated
Paramete rs:
m
[d]
[h]

(mean)

(additive effects)
(dominance effects)

33.97 ± 0.87
12.62 ± 0.82
2.68 ± 1.05
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Table 12. Parameter estimates for genetic differences
in emigration at a density of 4.444 beetles /
gram between inbred lines CSIAZE and
CSIA1OD of a model containing six components:
m = mean, rdi additive effects, [h] = domi-

nance effects, ril = additive x additive interactions, [j] = additive x dominance interactions,
[1] = dominance x dominance interactions.
Data are the arc sin p of observed proportions.

Parameter

Estimate

m

18.42 ± 7.36**

[d]

10.49

[h]

40.17 I 16,40**

[i]

15.06 t 7.29*

[i]

14.20

±

3.61***

[1]

-23.10

±

9.56**

P < 0.05,

**

P < 0.025,

***

P < 0.001

#

0.98***
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the balance of effects at each locus contributing to the dominance or
at each pair of loci contributing to the dominance x dominance interaction (Mather and Jinks, 1971).

The large dominance term implies

the existence of overdominance or directional dominance for high

rates of emigration. Dominance was in the direction of higher emigra-

tion rate, as it was at density 10. The negative dominance x dominance interaction together with the positive dominance can be interpreted as evidence of duplicate genes or dominant epistasis (Mather

and Jinks, 1971). The other interaction terms are affected by gene
distribution in the parents so that no conclusions can be made about

the sign of these interactions for the average pair of loci.
Turning now to the outbred populations, the question first

addressed was whether individuals within families respond differentially. This is distinct from the question of whether the apparatus
is capable of detecting density-dependent variation which was

answered with the use of inbred lines. The point was to determine

if family variation--which was to be measured in the genetic analysiscould be interpreted as differential sensitivity on the part of individuals as opposed to a response to a differential rate of production
(perhaps genetic) of pheromone, quinones say.

The results of the marking experiments are summarized in
Table 13. The initial experiment produced different results in each

species. In CS there appeared to be significant heterogeneity of
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Table 13.

Species
CS

CS
CS

CF
CF

CF
CF

Tests for heterogeneity of emigration rates within full-sib
families. The experiment is illustrated in Figure 3. DM
and DUM are the mean proportions of marked and
unmarked beetles emigrating on the second trial. N is
the number of families. x2 is the sum of -2 loge X
where Xi is the likelihood ratio of family i as illustrated
in Figure 3.
DM

DUM

0.77
0.46
0.57

0.65
0.17
0.19

0.23
0.55
0.50
0.73

0.19
0.29
0.26
0.50

N

X2

8

18
9

8

29
30
31

P

31.1
55.1
43.1

<0.005
<0.005
<0.005

9.8
100.8
94.8
98.2

0.25-0.5
<0.005
<0.005
<0.005
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emigration rates within families, but in CF the difference in rates was
non-significant (P >0.25). The two subsequent experiments with CS

corroborated these initial observations. The species difference was
not maintained, however. All three subsequent experiments with CF
showed emigration rates within these families to be significantly
heterogeneous also.

Basic statistics from the genetic analysis of emigration in the
outbred populations are given in Table 14. The mean proportion of

emigrants was 27.7% in CS and 43.6% in CF. The analyses of

variance of these data are presented in Tables 15 and 16. The

observed proportions, p, were again transformed for these analyses

to arc sin rp-

.

For both species there is a significant component of

variance associated with males, i.e. there is a significant additive
genetic component to the behavior. The heritability estimates are

0.69 and 0.92 for CS and CF, respectively. Although standard errors
of these estimates are quite large individually, the two estimates
taken together as a test of the hypothesis that genetic variation is
maintained in response to temporal heterogeneity of density are

more impressive. The probability of observing these two estimates
if the actual heritability were 0.49 is only 5%.
Regression analyses of fecundity on emigration are presented
in Tables 17 through 20. These analyses were performed to deter-

mine if the genetic variation observed was related to fitness,
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Table 14. Summary statistics of emigration in CS and CF outbred
populations in transformed units (arc sintra, p = observed
proportion). Means are given in both transformed (T) and
original (OP) units.
Species

122

CF

122

s

C.V.

1.0

128.7

11.3

37.7

1.0

116.6

10.8

26.2

OP

T

CS

s2

se

Mean

N

0.25
0.44

30.1
41.3

Table 15. T. castaneum. ANOVA of emigration between and within

male progenies (half-sibs).
df

Source

EMS

MS

4

856.1

Males /block

41

135. 0

Females /male

76

87.0

Blocks

a

2

= 18.2; t = 0.17; h^2 = 0.69

2

+ 2.71 Cr

+2.64
0

2

+ 23.86 v2

2
a-

2

0.43; FM= 1.55

P < 0.05

Table 16. T. confusum. ANOVA of emigration between and within

male progenies (half-sibs).

Source

df

EMS

MS

3

170.3

Males /block

32

173.2

Females /male

76

89.7

Blocks

v

2

(2 = 0.92
= 26.83; t = 0.23; n

2
o-

2

+ 3. 07

2
o-

+ 27. 20 a-

M+

+ 3.11 cr

o-

0.44; FM = 1.93

P < 0.025

2
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Table 17. T. confusum. Regression analysis of fecundity in fresh

flour on emigration. Data are for full sib families.
df

Source

Regression
Residual

MS

4.2

1

0.36

>>0.25

Y = 27.2 - 0.018 X

Table 18. T. castaneum. Regression analysis of fecundity in fresh
flour on emigration. Data are for full sib families.
df

Source

Regression
Residual
Y = 43.9

MS

1

48.9

99

13.9

3,52

>0.05

0.065 X

Table 19. T. confusum. Regression analysis of fecundity in conditioned flour on emigration. Data are for full sib families.
df

Source

Reg ression
Residual
Y = 22.6

0.075 X

MS
1

75.2

114

13.5

Y

mIn X

= 22.1

5.6

Ymax X = 17.5

<0.025
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Table 20. T. castaneum. Regression analysis of fecundity in
conditioned flour on emigration. Data are for full sib

families.
Source

Regression
Residual

df
1

99

Y = 25.1 - 0.071 X

MS

59.3
10.1

5.9

m.in X = 24.6

'max

<0.025

X

= 21.0

fecundity under the two environmental regimes of fresh and con-

ditioned flour being the fitness components measured. No significant
relationship of fecundity in fresh flour to emigration could be demon-

strated. However, in both species fecundity in conditioned flour had

a significant (P < 0.025) regression on emigration. In both species,
individuals with the lower emigration rate had higher fecundities.
In CS the family with the lowest emigration rate had a 17% greater

fecundity than the family with the highest emigration rate; in CF
this differential was 26%.
Conditioned Flour Response

The results of the preliminary experiments on the response to
conditioned flour will be presented first. These experiments dealt

with the influence of sex, developmental rate, age and environmental

differences on the behavior. The beetles used in these experiments
were from the same population as those used in the genetic
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(heritability) experiment. The data obtained for CS were incomplete,

and the results for this species will therefore not be presented.
The response of CF to the gradient of conditioned flour is

presented as frequency histograms in Figures 7 and 8. As these

figures clearly illustrate, there is variability for the response to
conditioned flour. (Fraction 0 is fresh flour and fraction 6 is the

most heavily conditioned flour.)

The mean response with respect to age, sex and developmental

rate of virgin CF is presented in Tables 21-24. The analysis of
variance of the means is given in Table 25. All three first order
interactions and the main effect of age were highly significant. Par-

titioning of the significant interaction sums of squares revealed that
much of the variation is attributable to the response of age 0 beetles.
Figure 7 and Table 21 show the large difference in response of these
young beetles in comparison to beetles of ages 1, 2 and 3. In addition,

late, age 0 beetles (particularly males) responded more (lower

score) than their earlier counterparts (Table 21). As discussed
earlier, this was probably due to the wider age distribution of late

beetles, and hence, a greater mean age among late beetles.

Of

course, this still requires the existence of a sex difference, but it
need not be directly related to the response to conditioned flour.
Table 22 shows the means for the sex x age interaction. The
single degree of freedom contrast (C1, Table 25) between age zero
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Figure 7.

Frequency histograms of the distribution of virgin and
mated T. confusum by age in conditioned flour gradients.
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Figure 8.

Frequency histograms of the distribution of T. confusum
in conditioned flour gradients after density and conditioned flour treatments applied to larvae and adults.
Larvae reared in fresh flour, a-d; larvae reared in
conditioned flour, e-h; adults maintained in fresh
flour, a, c, e, g; adults maintained in conditioned flour,
b, d, f, h; early developing larvae, a, b, e, f; late
developing larvae, c, d, g, h. All beetles were age 1.
Sex ratio was 1:1, and the beetles had been mated for
one week.
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Table 21. Mean response of virgin T. confusum to conditioned flour.
Each cell represents the mean of three replicates of 30
beetles. DR = developmental rate. Age is in weeks.
Age

Sex

Males

DR

0

1

2

3

Early

5.86
2.59

2.47
3.27

3.29
3.41

3.28
2.27

5.92
5.45

1.93
3.83

2.87
3.26

2.30
2.91

Late

Early
Females

Late

Table 22. Means for the sex x age interaction of Table 21.
Age
Sex

0

1

2

3

Males

4.22
5.69

2.87
2.88

3.35

2.77
2.61

Females

3.07

Table 23. Means for the developmental rate x age interaction of
Table 21.
Age
DR

0

1

2

3

Early

5.89
4.02

2.20
3.55

3.08
3.34

2.79
2.59

Late
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Table 24. Means for the sex x age interaction of
Table 21.
DR

Sex

Early

Males

3.72
3.25

Females

Late
2.88
3.87

Table 25. Analysis of variance of the response of virgin T. confusum
to conditioned flour. Means are given in Tables 21-24.
DR = developmental rate; S = sex; A = age.

S

1

DR
A

3

12.92
6.31
1.99

1

3

3

C2

1

12.31

29.31*

Remainder

2

3.79
0.84
0.42

9. 02*

1

Remainder

2

S x DR x A

3

32
Residual
* P < 0.005
Orthogonal comparisons
Female

Age
C1

Male

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

3

-1

-1

-1

-3

1

1

1

1

2

3

1

1

1

Late DR

Early DR
Age
2

13.88*

5.83
0.07
5.37

C1

DR x A

C

1.89
0.37
30.52*
14.91*

0.80
0.16

1

S x DR
SxA

F

MS

df

Source

0

1

2

3

0

3

-1

-1

-1

-3
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and the mean of the remaining ages was significant. Among ages
1,

2 and 3, this interaction was not significant. The large difference

between males and females at age 0 is attributable to the high
response of late males (Table 21).
The two-way interaction between developmental rate and age
was significant among ages 1, 2 and 3 after removing the sums of

squares for the contrast between age 0 and the mean of the remaining

ages (C2, Table 25). From Table 23, it can be seen that early
beetles had a lower score at age 1 but by age 3 had a higher score.
The difference in response by the two developmental rate classes

was greater at age 1 than at age 2 or 3, however.
The means for the sex x developmental rate interaction are
presented in Table 24. Late males and early females were more

sensitive (lower scores) to conditioned flour than early males and

late females. The low score of late males was again partly attributable to age 0, late males but may also reflect a real interaction
existing at later ages, particularly at age 2 (Table 21).
A second analysis of the response of CF, to compare the
behavior in virgin and mated beetles, is presented in Tables 26-29

and illustrated in Figure 7. The analysis of age 1 beetles was
carried out separately since there was only one class of mated

beetles at this age.
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Table 26. Mean response to conditioned flour of Age 1 T. confusum.
Beetles were mated at eclosion.
Age

DR

Early
1

Late

Males

Females

Mated

Mean

2.47
3.27

1.93
3.83

2.44
4.71

2.28
3.94

Table 27. Analysis of variance of the response of Age 1 CF. Means
are given in Table 26. M = source of variation associated
with the difference between sexes and between virgin and
mated beetles.
MS

df

Source

11.93*

Cl

1

C2

2

Mx DR

2

C3
C4

1

12.33
0.99
1.97
0.00
0.87
0.91

1

0.84

12

1.03

Males

Females

DR
M

1

2

Residual

1.91

0.00

0.88
0.81

P < 0.005
Orthogonal comparisons

Cl

1

C2

1

Mated

1

Females

Males

Mated

L

E

L

E

L

E

C3

1

-1

-1

1

0

0

C4

1

-1

1

-1

-2

2
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Table 28. Mean response to conditioned flour of Age 2 and 3 T. confusum. A = mated 1 week prior to testing; B = mated at
eclosion.
Age

DR

Early
2

Late

Early

Males

Females

(A)

(B)

3.29
3.41

2.87
3.26

2.68
2.71

2.68
2.25

2.30
2.91

2.80
2.77

2.22
2.75

2.84

2.74

2.48

3

Late

3.28
2.27

Mean

Mean

3.06

Table 29. Analysis of variance of the response of mated and virgin

T. confusum of two ages to conditioned flour. Means are
given in Table 28.

Source
A
M
C1
C2
C3
DR

df

3

0.64
0.70

1

1.37

1

0.30
0.41
0.01
0,34
0.00
0.45
0.56
0.24

1
1
1

AxM
A x DR

3

Mx DR

3

AxMxDR

3

Residual

MS

1

32

P < 0.025
Orthogonal contrasts within matings
Females
Males
C1
C2
C3

1

1

2.68
2.89
5.71*
1.26
1.71
0.04
1.40
0.00
1.88
2.35

(A)

(B)

-1

-1

-1

1

0

0

0

0

-1

1
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The response of late, one-week-old beetles (Table 26) was lower

(higher score) than that of early beetles. The main effect of developmental rate was significant (Table 27). In age 2 and 3 beetles this
effect was non-significant (Table 29). Differences between virgin

and mated beetles were present at ages 2 and 3 (C1, Table 29) though

not at age 1 (Cl, Table 27). Virgin beetles were less sensitive (had
higher scores) to conditioned flour than were mated beetles at ages
2 and 3 (Table 28),

The third experiment dealt with the effects of previous
environment on the behavioral response to conditioned flour. The

environmental differences were extreme. These consisted of high
density together with conditioned flour or low density together with

fresh flour. The two treatments were used for both rearing animals
and for maintaining adults and were combined factorially.

The results for CF are presented in Tables 30 and 31 and in
Figure 8. Significant mean squares were found for the main effect
of adult environment and for the larval environment x developmental

rate interaction. The sensitivity to conditioned flour was less in
adults maintained in the conditioned flour, high density treatment.
The effect of larval environment depended on developmental rate,

however. The sensitivity to conditioned flour was less in adults
which had been reared in conditioned flour at high density among the

late developing beetles, However, among the early developing
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Table 30. Mean response of T. confusum maintained under different
environmental regimes as larvae or adults. FF, LD = fresh
flour, low density; CF,HD = conditioned flour, high density;
DR = developmental, LE = larval environment; AE = adult
environment.
CF, HD
FF, LD
LE
Mean
Early
Late
Late
Early
DR
3.13
2.76
3.13
3.70
2.97
FF, LD
AE
4.65
3.75
3.32
3.04
4.01
CF, HD
3.14

3.85

Mean

2.90

3.87

Table 31. Analysis of variance of the response of T. confusum maintained under variable adult and larval environments.
Means and abbreviations are given in Table 30.
Source

F

df

MS

AE

1

4.52

10.04*

LE

1

0.16

0.36

DR

1

0.20

0.44

2.09
2.64

1

0.94
1.19
8.49

18.87*

1

1.05

2.33

40

0.45

AE x LE
AE x DR
LE x DR
AE x LE x DR

Residual

P < 0.005

1
1
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individuals, the sensitivity to conditioned flour was greater in adults

reared in fresh flour at low density.
The overall distribution in the conditioned flour gradient of

individuals of both species measured for the genetic analysis of this

behavior is presented in Figure 9. These beetles were of age 3, and
the distribution of CF is therefore comparable with that of Figure 7g.
Some differences are apparent. The mean response was 3.2 ± 0.1,

whereas the mean in the preliminary experiment was 2.6 f 0.1. This
difference is significant (P < 0.01). Comparison of the histograms
indicates that this difference is due to a general shift in the distribution toward the conditioned end of the gradient. As previously discussed, there was no standardization of conditioning between experi-

ments. Thus, the change in response could be accounted for by an
environmental effect rather than a change in the behavior of the

beetles.
As can be seen from the distributions in Figure 9, CS is more

sensitive to conditioned flour than is CF. Nevertheless, CS also
exhibits considerable variation in its response to conditioned flour.
The initial genetic analysis of the response to conditioned flour
was based on the mean response of the 20 full sibs tested (simul-

taneously) for each family. These results are presented in Tables 32
and 33 for CS and CF, respectively. For CS the mean square associated with males is significant (P < 0.01); for CF is is not significant,
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Figure 9.

Frequency histograms of the overall distribution of
T. castaneum and T. confusum from the genetic analyses
in gradients of conditioned flour.
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Table 32. T. castaneum. ANOVA of the conditioned flour response
between and within male progenies (half-sibs).
df

Source

EMS

MS
2

3

0.81

cr

Males /block

34

0.56

0-2

Females /male

66

0.28

cr

Blocks

^2 = 0.100

t = 0.261

^2

= 1.05

h

2
+ 2.87 crm
+ 25.25 o-B2

+ 2.72 cr

m2

2

0.47

FM= 1.96

P < 0.01

Table 33. T. confusum. ANOVA of the conditioned flour response
between and within male progenies (half-sibs).
Source

df

EMS

MS

3

1.25

0-2

+ 3.01 cr. 2 + 30.26 cr

Males /block

41

0.51

o

+ 2.68 g2

Females /male

77

0.38

g2

Blocks

A2
g

+0.048

t =0.112

h

2

= 0.45 ±0.44

F = 1.34

P > 0.10
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The heritability estimates are quite large in both species; 0.45 in CF

and 1.05 in CS, but as for emigration, the standard errors are also
quite large.
The non-significance of the mean square between males in CF

was surprising. While collecting the data, variation between families
appeared to be much greater than between the groups of randomly

chosen adults in the preliminary experiments. To investigate the
variation further, an analysis was performed on the raw data.
Although the observations were not collected independently, that is by

measuring one beetle at a time, the density was approximately at the

lowest density used in the emigration experiments. The variances

within families ranged from 1.32 to 6.34. However, Bartlett's test
(Sokal and Rohlf, 1969, p. 370) indicated no significant heterogeneity

of variances among the 119 families (x2 = 97.8, P > 0.45). The

analysis is summarized in Table 34. The variance between females
is significant whereas that between males is not. The heritability
estimate from the maternal component of variance was 0.21 ± 0.07.
Regression analyses of fecundity on the response to conditioned flour

are presented in Tables 35-38. The regressions are non-significant
in all cases.

Table 34. T. confusum. ANOVA of the conditioned flour response on raw scores between and within

half-sib families.

EMS

df

MS

3

24.42

Males /block

33

7.82

62 + 20.92 4 + 59.28 0-12\4

Females /male

71

7.69

cr2 + 20.11 cr2F

2093

3.60

6

Source
Blocks

Progeny/female

Cr

= -0.03

o-F = 0.20

tF = 0.054

cr

2

2
2
2
+ 20.68 o-F
+ 60.23 o-m
+ 539.51 o-B

2

hF = 0.21 ± 0.07

FF = 2.14

P < 0.005
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Table 35. T. confusum. Regression analysis of fecundity in fresh
flour on the response to conditioned flour. Data were

means of full-sib families.
Source

df
1

0.33

114

11.71

Regression
Residual

MS

0.03

>0.75

Table 36. T. castaneum. Regression analysis of fecundity in fresh
flour on the response to conditioned flour. Data were

means of full-sib families.

Source

Regression
Residual

df

P

MS

1

8.31

99

14.33

0.58

> 0.25
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Table 37. T. confusum. Regression analysis of fecundity in conditioned flour on the conditioned flour response. Data

are for full-sib families.
df

Source

1

17.47

114

14.04

Regression
Residual

MS

1.24

>0.25

Table 38. T. castaneum. Regression analysis of fecundity in con-

ditioned flour on the conditioned flour response. Data are
for full-sib families.

Source

Regression
Residual

df

MS

1

0.47

99

1.07

0.44

> 0.25
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Fecundity

Basic statistics for the fecundity measurements from the
genetic analysis (111.2, Table 1) are presented in Table 39 for CS.

These statistics are based on the unweighted family means. The
conditioned flour environment had a very marked effect on fecundity as

was expected. On the average the reduction in fecundity over a two
day period was 46% or 19 eggs. Additionally, the relative variation

increased in the conditioned flour environment. Expressed as the
coefficient of variation, this increased from 8. 9% to 15.1%.

Analogous summary statistics for CF are presented in Table 40,
The average fecundity in fresh flour was 26 eggs or 62% of that for CS.
The conditioned flour environment again produced a significant effect

on fecundity although to a smaller degree than for CS. The average
fecundity in conditioned flour was reduced by 26% or 6. 7 eggs per two

days. As in CS, this was accompanied by an increase in the relative
amount of variation: 13.4% in fresh flour and 18.7% in conditioned

flour.

Analyses of variance of the fecundity variables are presented

in Tables 41 and 42. Estimates of heritabilities and their standard
errors are presented in Tables 43 and 44. Significant block effects
were present for some of the variables: fecundity in conditioned
flour in both species and the fecundity differential and ratio in CS.

These significance tests were based on Satterthwaite's approximation
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Table 39. Summary statistics of fecundity variables from the genetic
analysis of the outbred population of T. castaneum based on
unweighted family means. FeF = fecundity in fresh flour,
FeC = fecundity in conditioned flour, FeD = FeF FeC,
FeR = FeC/FeF.
N

Mean

s. e.

FeF

116

FeC
FeD
FeR

116

41.7
22.7

116

19.0

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.007

Variable

116

0.549

C.V.

2

13.7
11.7
12,1
0.00543

3.7
3.4
3.5
0.0737

8.9
15.1
18.3
13.4

Table 40. Summary statistics of fecundity variables from the genetic
analysis of the outbred population of T. confusum based on
unweighted family means. Symbols as in Table 39.
Variable
FeF
FeC

N

Mean

128

127

26.0
19.5

FeD

127

6.7

FeR

127

0.761

s. e.
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.012

s2

12.1

13.2

12.4
0.0186

s

3.5
3.6
3.5
0.137

C.V.
13.4
18.7
52.6
18.0

Table 41. T. castaneum. ANOVA of fecundity variables within and between full and half sib families.

Character
FeF

Source
Blocks
Males /block

Females /male
Progeny /female
FeC

Blocks
Males /block

Females /male
Progeny /female
FeD

Blocks
Males /block

Females /male
Progeny /female
FeR

Blocks
Males /block

Females /male
Progeny /female

df

EMS

MS

3

186.8

o-2 + 4.72

34

88.9
46.4
31.4
363.2
67.2
32.7
21.3
242.4
78.5
37.5
33.9
0.151
0.034
0.015
0.014

r 4 + 4.75

77

418
3

34
77

415
3

34
77
405
3

34
77

405

a-2 + 4.58

cri + 14.37
c
F + 13.96
2

cr2

4.66
4.69
4.57

14.24
13.88

28.55

4.60
4.63
4.47

14.02
13.62

26.28

4.60
4.63
4.47

14.02
13.62

26.28

F tests for blocks
F

FeF
FeC
FeD
FeR

2.07
5.34
3.04
4.18

o-m2 + 29.68

P
> 0.1
< 0.005
< 0.05
< 0.025

0-B2

Table 42. T. confusum. ANOVA of fecundity variables within and between full and half sib families.

Character
FeF

Source
Blocks
Males /block

Females /male
Progeny /female
FeC

Blocks
Males /block

Females /male
Progeny /female
FeD

Blocks
Males /block

Females /male
Progeny /female
FeR

Blocks
Males /block

Females /male
Progeny /female

df
3

177.2

40

62.2
32.9
20.2
228.3
68.8
33.1
29.4
57.9
89.5
28.3
34.4
0.092
0.131
0.046
0.049

79
437
3

40
77

428
3

40
77

418
3

40
77

418

EMS

MS

o-2 + 4.97 cri + 14.02 ofv/ + 38.97 oi.
o-2 + 4.65 o-i + 12.58 CM
o-2 + 4.48 a 2F

62

5.09
4.91
4.32

13.70
12.34

36.29

5.00
4.83
4.23

13.51
12.11

33.89

5.00
4.83
4.23

13.51
12.11

33.89

F tests for blocks
P

F

FeF
FeC
FeD
FeR

<
<

2.67
3.14
1.00
1.00

--

<
>
>

0.05
0.05
0.25
0.25
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Table 43. Estimates of heritabilities with their standard errors for
fecundity in fresh and conditioned flour.

Flour
environment

Fresh

Conditioned

CF

CS

Genetic

relationship
Half sibs

h2

s.e.

h

s.e.

0.32

0.17

0.36

0.19

Full sibs

0.35

0.18

0.45

0.19

Combined

0.33

0.11

0.41

0.14

Half sibs

0.38

0.19

0.34

0.16

Full sibs

0.38

0.18

0.10

0.16

Combined

0.38

0.14

Table 44. Estimate of heritabilities with their standard errors for the
fecundity statistics (fecundity differential = fecundity in
fresh flour - fecundity in conditioned flour; fecundity ratio =
fecundity in conditioned flour/fecundity in fresh flour).
CF

CS

Flour
statistic
Differential
Ratio

Genetic
relationship
Half sibs
Full sibs

Half sibs
Full sibs

2

h2

s.e.

0.32
0.09

s. e.
0.16
0.15

0.47
-0.15

0.17
0.06

0.35
0.08

0.16
0.15

0.49
-0.05

0718

H

0.06
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(Sokal and Rohlf, 1969, p. 280). The heritability estimates based on
full and half sibs agree very well in CS, the difference being only
0.03 for fecundity in fresh flour and 0.00 for fecundity in conditioned

flour. A larger discrepancy was present in CF. The maternal
estimate was 0.09 greater than the paternal estimate for fecundity in
fresh flour. For fecundity in conditioned flour the maternal estimate

was smaller than the paternal estimate (0. 10 vs. 0.34). Such a
relationship is unexpected since the maternal estimate includes
variance components involving dominance as well as environmental

variance common to the full sib groups. The difference in estimates

may simply be due to chance. However, as discussed later, it is
possible to observe such a difference due to the influence of sex-linked
genes.

The heritability estimates for the derived fecundity variables

presented in Table 44 are quite unusual. Not only are the maternal,
estimates lower than the paternal ones, but the maternal estimates
in CF are negative. Moreover, the paternal estimates approach 50%

in CF. For the fecundity ratio the maternal estimates deviate by
1.69 and 3.00 standard deviations from the paternal estimates for CS

and CF, respectively. The combined probability of observing two such
deviant heritabilities is 5 x 10-5.
Regression analyses of fecundity on the fecundity ratio are

presented in Tables 45-48. The regression involving fecundity in
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Table 45. T. confusum. Regression of fecundity in conditioned
flour on the fecundity ratio. Data are means of full-sib
families.
Source

Regression
Residual

df

MS

79.13
7.25

1

114

11.86

Y = 4.71 + 19.48 X

10.91

< 0.005

9x max = 26.62

Table 46. T. castaneum. Regression of fecundity in conditioned
flour on the fecundity ratio. Data are means of full-sib
families.
Source

Regression
Residual

df

MS

53.06
5.34

1

99

A

Y = 4.92 + 32.37 X

Y

= 17.98

9.94

14\-,e

za

< 0.005

ma = 29.14

Table 47. T. confusum. Regression of fecundity in fresh flour on
the fecundity ratio. Data are means of full-sib families.
Source

Regression
Residual

df

MS
1

38.97

114

11.37

3.43

>0.05
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fresh flour is non-significant in both species. However, the regression
of fecundity in conditioned flour on the fecundity ratio is significant in

both species. The differential between the families with the highest
and lowest fecundity ratios as predicted from the regression equation
is 124% and 62% of the lower fecundity in CF and CS, respectively.
Table 48. T. castaneum. Regression of fecundity in
fresh flour on the fecundity ratio. Data are
means of full sib families.
Source

Regression
Residual

df

MS

1

32.21

99

14.08

2.29

>0.1

Correlations

Phenotypic, genetic and environmental correlations among the

fecundity variables are presented in Tables 49-51. Covariance and

variance analyses are given in the Appendix. The standard errors

of

the correlations were calculated by equation (10) of Hammond and
Nicholas (1972). The simplification noted by Grossman and Norton

(1974) was Utilized in programming the calculations, but the coeffi-

cients for unbalanced data were utilized, including the addition of

2 to each degrees of freedom to correct for bias in the variance
estimate (Hammond and Nicholas, 1972). The estimates of phenotypic,
A
AA
genetic and environmental variances or covariances, P, G and E,

Table 49. Phenotypic correlations among the fecundity variables based on analyses of variance
and covariance. Values for CF are given above the diagonal and those for CS are

given below. Standard errors are in parentheses.
FeF

FeC

FeD

FeR

0.33 (0.04)

0.52 (0.03)

-0.36 (0.04)

-0.64 (0.03)

0.73 (0.02)

CS

FeF
FeC

0.42 (0.04)

FeD

0.65 (0.03)

-0.41 (0.04)

FeR

-0.32 (0.04)

0.70 (0.02)

-0.95 (0.00)
-0.91 (0.01)

Genetic and environmental correlations among the fecundity variables in CS. Genetic correlations are given above the diagonal and environmental correlations are given below.
Standard errors in parentheses.
FeR
FeD
FeC
FeF
Estimate

Table 50.

FeF

Males

Females

-

Combined

FeC

FeD

0.57 (0.25)
0.43 (0.48)
0.48 (0.19)

-0.08 (0.36)

-

-0.52 (0.27)
-0.07 (0.62)
-0.34 (0.21)

0.90 (0.11)
0.87 (0.46)
0.82 (0.10)

Combined

0.36 (0.10)
0.20 (0.13)
0.12 (0.22)

Males

0.7 1 (0.06)

Females

0.74 (0.06)
0.76 (0.09)

-0.40 (0.09)
-0.51 (0.10)
-0.56 (0.14)

-0.46 (0.09)
-0.52 (0.10)
-0.55 (0.14)

0.63 (0.06)
0.71 )0.06)
0.75 (0.09)

Males

Females

Combined

FeR

0.40 (0.32)
0.87 (0.21)
0.66 (0.14)

Males

Females
Combined

0.55 (1.04)
0.13 (0.28)

-0.88 (0.07)
-0.50 (0.87)
-0.81 (0.09)
-0.93 (0.02)
-0.94 (0.02)
-0.95 (0.02)

Table 51. Genetic and environmental correlations among the fecundity variables in CF. Genetic
correlations are given above the diagonal and environmental correlations are given
below. Standard errors in parentheses.

Estimate
FeF

FeF

Males
Males

Females
FeD

Males

Females
FeR

Males

Females

FeD

FeR

-0.28 (0.55)

0.81 (0.19)

-0.74 (0.26)

-0.80 (0.19)

0.86 (0.14)

1.25 (0.26)

Females
FeC

FeC

0.38 (0.10)
-0.06 (0.17)
0.45 (0.09)
0.66 (0.08)

-0.66 (0.06)
-0.79 (0.06)

-0.30 (0.11)
-0.63 (0.11)

0.72 (0.05)
0.77 (0.05)

-1.00 (0.01)

-0.94 (0.01)
-0.97 (0.01)
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respectively, are as follows;

nA

A

P = S+D+W
A

A

tamales = 4 S
A

Gfemales = 4 D
A

A

Gcombined = 2 (S + D)
A

A

A

Emales= W- 2S
A

Efemales = W

A

2D
A

A

Ecombined =W+S- 3D
A

where S is the variance or covariance component for male parents,
A

D is the variance or covariance component for female parents and W

is the within progeny mean square or mean cross product. The combined estimate of environmental variance is free of dominance
effects (Grossman and Gall, 1968). The coefficients of Hammond
and Nicholas' (1972) equation (10) for this estimate were calculated
following their procedure.

The phenotypic correlations among the fecundity variables are
presented in Table 49. Although the conditioned flour environment
reduced the average fecundity as noted above, it did not seem to do so

uniformly over families. The correlation between fecundity under
the two environmental regimes was modest, 0.42 ± 0.04 in CS and
0.33

0.04 in CF. If fecundity in conditioned flour was determined

as a constant proportion of the fecundity in fresh flour, the difference
between the two measurements would have been positively correlated
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with both fecundities, and the ratio would have been constant. The

observed correlations differed dramatically from these expectations.
In both species the fecundity differential was positively correlated
with fecundity in fresh flour but negatively correlated with fecundity
in conditioned flour. This was also true of the fecundity ratio. The

latter exhibited larger correlations with fecundity in conditioned

flour, particularly in CS. The negative correlation of the fecundity
differential with fecundity in conditioned flour suggests that individuals with high fecundity in conditioned flour tended to have small

differentials, that is, tended to be the most homeostatic. Hence,
these individuals would have had intermediate fecundities in fresh
flour. The positive correlations between the two primary fecundity

measurements indicates that they tended to have fecundities somewhat

greater than the mean, however.
Genetic and environmental correlations are given in Table 50

for CS and Table 51 for CF. As previously discussed, the mean
squares associated with the maternal parent in the analyses of
variance of the fecundity ratio and fecundity differential in CF were

smaller than the residual mean squares. Thus, correlations are not
given for pairs involving these variances.
The correlation of additive genic effects between fecundity in

fresh and conditioned flour was small in both species (0.40 ± 0.32 in

CS and -0.28 ± 0.55 in CF). These correlations suggest that different
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loci influence variation in fecundity in the two environments. In both

species the correlation based on the maternal variance and covariance
components was larger than the corresponding estimate from paternal
components and gives a different picture of genetic influence. These

differences could be due to maternal effects, to environmental
effects common to vials or to genetic sources involving dominance.

Maternal influences on adult characteristics such as oviposition rate
at three to four weeks of adult age would not seem likely in insects,
however. Orozco and Bell (1974a, b) found maternal influence to be

insignificant in 7-11 day virgin egg lay in T. castaneum. Maternal
effects and environmental effects common to full sibs have also been
reported to be insignificant for larval weight and pupal weight in

T. castaneum (Hardin and Bell, 1967; Bell and Moore, 1972). Between
vial effects would only have been expressed in fresh flour since full

sibs were maintained in separate vials for 1 week prior to the measurement of fecundity in conditioned flour. Hence, it seems likely that

these differences were due to dominance effects. In CF the correlation between fecundity in fresh and conditioned flour based on the

maternal components of variance and covariance was 1.25

0.26. In

CS this correlation was 0.87 ± 0.21. The maternal components

describe the variation and covariation around the means of half sib

families. Thus, the positive correlations indicate that within
families of half sibs, there was a strong tendency for high fecundity
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in fresh flour to be positively associated with high fecundity in conditioned flour. These data are consistent with an hypothesis of two

sets of genes acting on fecundity. Additive gene effects are hypothe-

sized to be specialized in the sense that increases in fecundity under
one environment due to these genes are not concomitant with equal

increases in the second environment. Non-additive genotypic effects

would be generalized over environments, i.e. homeostatic. In both
species these covariances were of greater magnitude than the additive
portions (Table 52). Within family environmental deviations tend to

be uncorrelated between environments in both species (Tables 50
and 51).

Table 52. Additive genetic, dominance and environmental
covariances between fecundity in fresh and
), S, D,
conditioned flour. A = 4 S, D = 4(g
and W defined in text.
A

CF
CS

2.27
4.00

D

12.01

7.01

W

6.12
9.43

The inverse relationship between the fecundity differential and

the two fecundity measurements holds for the additive genetic corre-

lations as well as for the phenotypic correlations (Tables 50 and 51).
In CF this relationship was even more pronounced than it was at the
phenotypic level, the correlations with fecundity in fresh and
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conditioned flour being +0.81 ± 0.19 and -0.80 II 0.19, respectively.
The high positive relationship in fresh flour might be expected if
fecundity in conditioned flour were simply determined as some

fraction of the fecundity in fresh flour. The ratio would be indepen-

dent of the absolute value of the measurements in that case. How-

ever, in CF there was a strong inverse relationship of the correlations of additive genic effects between the ratio and fecundity in the
two environments. In CS the results are similar but not as extreme.

The correlations of additive genic effects between the fecundity ratio
and fecundity in fresh and conditioned flour were -0.08 ± 0.36 and

+0.90 ± 0.11, respectively.
Phenotypic and genetic correlations between the two behaviors

are small and non-significant although they are positive in all cases
(Table 53). The positive correlations are somewhat surprising since

it was expected that high sensitivity to density would be associated
with high sensitivity (low score) to conditioned flour. However, as

described below, this expected relationship did hold when all three
measures of sensitivity to density and conditioning were considered

simultaneously with a discriminant analysis.
Genetic correlations between fecundity variables and the

behavioral characters are presented in Table 54. Standard errors
were estimated by the method of Scheinberg (1966, 1970). These

correlations are based on the unweighted, full sib means of the

Table 53. Phenotypic and genetic correlations between the two behavioral

characters in both species. Standard errors in parentheses.

Table 54.

Phenotypic

Genetic

CF

0.06 (0.10)

0.13 (0.49)

CS

0.01 (0.11)

0.18 (0.44)

Phenotypic and genetic correlations of emigration and response to conditioned flour
(CFR) with fecundity variables from analyses of variance and covariance. Standard

errors in parentheses.
Component

Phenotypic

Fecundity
variable

CS

CFR

Emigration

-0.06 (0.10)
-0.22 (0.10)
-0.15 (0.10)

0.01 (0.10)
0.19 (0.09)
0.22 (0.09)

-0.10 (0.11)
-0.19 (0.10)
-0.11 (0.11)

-0.04 (0.11)
0.11 (0.11)
0.15 (0.11)

FeF

0.55 (0.49)

FeC
FeR

-0.30 (0.33)
-0.45 (0.32)

0.13 (0.67)
0.63 (0.57)
0.66 (0.55)

-0.25 (0.46)
-0.76 (0.38)
-0.94 (0.46)

-0.34 (0.39)
-0.05 (0.35)
0.24 (0.35)

FeF
FeC
FeR

Genetic

CF

Emigration

CFR
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fecundity observations. The corresponding covariance analyses are
given in the Appendix, and the heritabilities derived therefrom are
given in Table 55. The latter are family heritabilities, as of course

are the heritabilities for the behavioral characters. As one might
expect, the heritabilities of these means exceed those based on
individual observations.

Table 55. Heritabilities from family means.

Trait

CS

CF

FeF

0.94

FeC
FeR

1.31

0.72
1.29
1.42
0.86
0.33

Emigration
CFR

1.12
0.71
1.07

A general pattern holds for both species although the absolute

values of the correlations vary considerably. In both species families
with lower rates of emigration and less sensitivity to conditioned
flour tend to have higher fecundities in conditioned flour and higher

fecundity ratios. The contrasts are greatest for emigration in CF
and the conditioned flour response in CS. The genetic correlation
between emigration and fecundity in CF is positive in fresh flour and
negative in conditioned flour. In CS the genetic correlation between

emigration and fecundity in conditioned flour is even greater; on the
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other hand, the correlation with fecundity in fresh flour is also
negative. The genetic correlation between the response to conditioned

flour and fecundity in CS is positive in conditioned flour and negative

in fresh flour. In CF the correlation between the response to conditioned flour and fecundity is also positive and is stronger in conditioned flour. The correlation of this behavior with fecundity in

fresh flour is also positive but is less than one standard error from
zero. Unfortunately, the standard errors of the genetic correlations

are large. However, the similarity between species does add some
reliability to the general pattern of relationship among the characters.
Also, this pattern was also found by use of multivariate analysis

which is presented next.
Another way in which it is possible to investigate the combined

variation in all three measurements of sensitivity and their relation-

ship to fitness is by discriminant analysis. This analysis involved
finding that function of the three measurements which maximized the

variation between sires. The ratio of the between to within mean
squares is given in Table 56 for each character and for the discriminant. The discriminant functions for each species were:

CS: Discriminant

-255 FER + 0.38 E

0.89 CFR

CF: Discriminant = -24 FER + 0.053 E - 0.12 CFR.
Thus, the genetic variation is maximized along an axis on which the

sensitivities vary in the same direction; that is, the axis associates
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Table 56. Ratios of the between to within mean squares

for discriminant scores and for all three
measures of sensitivity for comparison.

Species
CS

CF

FER

Emigration

CFR

Discriminant

0.39
0.55

0.21
0.35

0.37
0.13

0.60
0.61

a high fecundity ratio, low emigration rate and insensitivity to
conditioned flour and vice versa. Thus, the discriminant function

can be thought of as determining an r-K axis.

A discriminant score was calculated for each family on the

basis of these vectors, and the resulting score was used as the
independent variable on which fecundity in fresh and conditioned

flours was regressed. The regressions are shown in Figure 10 and
the regression analyses are given in Tables 57-60. In neither case
was the regression of fecundity in fresh flour significant. However,
in both species the regression of fecundity in conditioned flour on the

discriminant score was highly significant (P < 0.001).
Table 57.

Source

Regression
Residual

T. castaneum. Regression analysis of fecundity in fresh
flour on the discriminant score calculated from the equation, score = -255 FER + 0.38 E 0.89 CFR.
df
1

99

MS

16.09
14.25

1.13

> 0.25
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Figure 10. Regressions of fecundity on the discriminant score.
Discriminant scores are defined by equations given in the
legends to Tables 57 and 58.
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Table 58. T. confusum. Regression analysis of fecundity in fresh
flour on the discriminant score calculated from the
equation, score = -24 FER + 0.05 E 0.12 CFR.
Source

Regression
Residual

df
1

114

MS

F

P

31.68
11.43

2.77

0.1>P> 0.05

Table 59. T. castaneum. Regression analysis of fecundity in conditioned flour on the discriminant score calculated from
the equation in Table 57.
Source

Regression
Residual

df

MS

559.5
5.1

1

99

110.8

« 0.001

Table 60. T. confusum. Regression analysis of fecundity in conditioned flour on the discriminant score calculated from
the equation in Table 58.
Source

Regression
Residual

df

MS
1

114

810.7

F

114.6

P

« 0.001
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DISCUSSION

Emigration

Dispersal often seems to be viewed as a consequence rather
than a cause of demographic changes although at least three theoretical models for the evolution of dispersal rates have been published
(Gadgil, 1971; VanValen, 1971; Dingle, 1972). Assuming that

emigration, as studied in the laboratory, is related to dispersal in
natural populations, the genetic control of emigration suggests that
dispersal would not simply be a function of population pressure.
Since there is a genetic component to the behavior, it is reasonable
to hypothesize that density-dependent dispersal is a component of

the life-history of Tribolium.
Zyromska-Rudzka (1964, 1966) first demonstrated the density-

dependent response, and it is clearly confirmed in this study.

Emigration can therefore be straightforwardly interpreted as a
measure of the sensitivity of individuals to density. Explanations for
the adaptive significance of this behavior under natural conditions

are much less certain because of the nearly complete lack of information on naturally occurring populations.
The obvious advantage of using this behavioral measurement is

that it circumvents the problem, pointed out by Wilbur et al. (1974),
that variation in life-history components may be compatible with a
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density-dependent selection hypothesis yet may have evolved for

completely different reasons. The existence of a density-dependent
behavior clearly implicates population density as an important
environmental parameter influencing the evolution of Tribolium;

furthermore, variation in this behavior in laboratory populations
strongly implicates the importance of variation in density in these
particular populations.

The evidence from this study for the existence of genetic varia-

tion in sensitivity to density, as measured by emigration behavior,
can be summarized as follows:
1)

differences in the response of inbred lines to initial density,

2)

differences among the means of generations derived from the
inbreds,

3)

significant differences between both full and half-sib families
in the outbred populations, and

4)

significant heterogeneity of emigration rates with full-sib
families.

The analysis of emigration in response to differences in initial
density (the experiments with inbred lines) demonstrates that the

basis for genetic differences in the response to density is two-fold:
variation in the location of a threshold and variation in the intensity

of the response. From these analyses it might seem that the measurement of the behavior at one density would be ineffective in
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detecting genetic variation. For example, in the outbred populations

differences among families with thresholds below 3.33 beetles per
gram SFM could only be detected as differences in the magnitude of

the response while differences among families with thresholds
above 3.33 would not be detected at all. Even so, estimates of the
proportion of additive genetic variation were very high in both

species.
In the outbred populations of both species the mean square

associated with male parents, which measures the presence of
variation which can be fixed by natural selection, was significant.

It may also be worthy of note that the heritability estimates were

very large, 0.69 for CS and 0.92 for CF, although the significance

of these values is not clear. The estimates are based on the average

response for two trials, each measurement representing a family
mean itself. Both the repetition and the use of family means should
reduce the environmental variation. This makes the experiment

more sensitive for detecting genetic variation, but it would seem to
obscure any biological interpretation of the heritability estimate

except as a predictor for response to artificial selection under
identical conditions.

Perhaps a clearer picture of the genetic influence on this
behavior is obtained from the differences in the two CS inbred lines.

These lines were chosen randomly with respect to their emigration
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behavior, yet there was approximately a 20-fold difference in the

density at which the threshold occurs. In contrast there was a fourfold difference in the magnitude of the response at density 3.33. This

represents less than half the range in response observed in the outbred population of CS. The contrasting results of the analysis of

generation means (derived from the two inbred lines) at densities
10 and 4.444 beetles per gram SFM suggests that variation in the
intensity of the response is largely due to additively acting genes
while control of the threshold position is genetically more complex.
Thus, the high level of additive variation in the outbred populations

may be due to a restricted range of variation in threshold position.
The outbred populations are initiated at a density of approximately

five adults per gram SFM in contrast to the density of 3.333 at
which the behavior was measured. Although this density should be
sufficient to detect the variation in threshold position due to the
genetic differences between CSIA2E and CSIA10D, it would be

insufficient if selection had been successful in raising the minimum
threshold up to the density at which these populations are initiated.

One might further speculate that since the pattern of variation in
density within the laboratory populations is highly predictable, variation in the position of the threshold would be selected against.

Further analysis of these populations, say by triple test cross
procedures using high and low selection lines, could clarify these
questions.
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Fisher's Fundamental Theorem of Natural Selection (Fisher,
1930, 1958; Ewens, 1975) predicts that additive variation in fitness
is eliminated in a uniform environment, Therefore, the existence of

additive genetic variation in emigration- -which is a measure of

fitness (K) under crowded conditionsimplicates the existence of
significant environmental variation in these populations. That the

variation is not neutral with respect to natural selection is supported
by the significant regressions of emigration on fecundity in conditioned
flour. That the variation measures sensitivity to density is supported

by the significant heterogeneity within families.

With respect to natural populations, emigration can be inter-

preted in terms of dispersal. Both the movement to the surface and
the tendency to climb occur in natural populations of CS and have been

interpreted as preflight behaviors (Graham, 1962). In what environmental context does density-denepdence, genetic variation and

dominance optimize dispersal rates ?
The density-dependence of the behavior indicates that even

though these beetles are colonizers, populations must have frequently
reached high densities. Mertz (1971) and Dawson (1976) reached

similar conclusions on the basis of the "mixed" nature of other lifehistory components. While Tribolium exhibits rapid development and

high fecundity expected of a colonizing species, it is also iteroparous
and long lived.
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The problem of optimal dispersal strategy seems similar to
that considered by Cohen (1966, 1968) on the optimum proportion of

germinating seeds. Having founded a population which has a finite

life-span, the evolutionary problem for the founder is to maximize
the number of descendants which successfully colonize new popula-

tions, i.e. to optimize the proportion of dispersers each generation.
The optimum dispersal strategy must, of course, consider the
distribution of availability of new habitats over time. To this point

the problem is similar to Cohen's, but it differs due to two important
factors. Early descendant-founders have an advantage of higher
reproductive value, and hence, later dispersal should be depreciated.
Secondly, delaying dispersal would allow an exponential increase in

the number of potential dispersers, and this should depreciate the

value of early dispersers. To the extent that these latter two considerations are compensatory, Cohen's results should apply to

optimum dispersal strategies. As the probability of successful
dispersal decreases, selection would favor a reduced rate of dispersal per generation (Cohen, 1966). Also, the rate of dispersal

should decrease as the variability in successful dispersal, which is
based on the frequency of occurrence of new habitats, increases
(Cohen, 1968).

If Mertz (1971) is correct that Tribolium has evolved in an

environment characterized by short periods of r-selection and
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extended periods of K-selection, then it also follows that in a steady

state system, the probability of successful dispersal is small.
According to Cohen's (1966) model, dispersal rates should be low.

This clearly conflicts with the known facts about dispersal in CS.
An alternative explanation of the so-called intermediate life-

history characters and for the high dispersal rate of Tribolium does
exist. Murphy (1968) has proposed that when environmental factors

lower the probability of reproductive success in iteroparous species,
reduced breeding and longer reproductive life-spans are favored.
Schaffer (1974) has stressed that this conclusion is valid when the
low reproductive success is due to a low probability of juvenile
survival. Thus, the life-history characteristics of Tribolium are

compatible with an adaptive response to ephemeral habitats, i.e.
habitats with a turnover time of the same order of magnitude as the
generation time. In such situations r-selection should be more com-

mon. Therefore, in addition to iteroparous reproduction and long
life-spans, one would expect selection for reduced developmental

time and more rapid dispersal at lower densities.
It is interesting that the genetic control of the threshold for the
response to density involves dominance for higher emigration rates.

Within demes, dominance for dispersal is equivalent to dominance for

lethal genes. Hence, the average threshold to density within local
populations would change rapidly. Dispersal would be concentrated
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early in the history of the colonization. Again, this is inconsistent
with Mertz's (1971) view of the evolution of these beetles but is
consistent with an organism adapted to colonizing uncertain environments.
The evolution of dominance depends upon the fitness and frequency of heterozygous genotypes. In the models considered by

Fisher (1930, 1958) and Wright (1934), heterozygotes initially arose

due to a rare mutational event, and the arguments for evolution of
dominance were based upon selection acting on these rare genotypes.

In contrast, environmental heterogeneity can maintain high levels of
heterozygosity and thus lead to stronger selection for the modification
of dominance. The existence of variation in density-dependent

dispersal implies that there is an advantage to having one's descend-

ants disperse over a range of densities. The dominance involved in
this trait could therefore be a component of the life-history which is
optimized by natural selection.
Data relating to dominance of emigration have not been obtained

for CF but would be of interest and are being collected by Bob Walden.
A number of observations suggest that while CS may colonize

ephemeral habitats CF is probably restricted to more permanent
environments. Most importantly, CF is not known to disperse by
flight (Sokoloff, 1974). On the other hand, Graham (1962) describes

flight in CS in Kenya as "possibly the most significant aspect of the
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behaviour of this species." Secondly, what meager information is
known of their distribution in "nature" seems to indicate a preference

on the part of CF for more permanent habitats. Sokoloff (1974)
reviews studies on the distribution of Tribolium in relation to human
habitation which indicates a preference by CF in comparison to CS

for flour mills, particularly in northern latitudes. While some
authors (Freeman, 1960; Dyte, 1961) attribute these distributions to

cold-hardiness, Sokoloff points out that these mills are generally
heated. However, susceptibility to low temperature would certainly
be an important factor during dispersal. Thus, a lower rate of
dispersal on the part of CF may have preadapted this species to the

more stable environment of a flour mill. CF should therefore
represent a species in which low dispersal rates and dominance in the

direction of reduced dispersal are favored.
Environmental modification of the innate genetic pattern of

response to density may play a significant role in the behavior in
natural populations. The analyses of emigration in the outbred
populations were carried out on individuals which had been maintained

at constant density from the time of eclosion until testing--a period of
two weeks. In contrast, when the CS inbred beetles which had been

maintained in the same manner were tested at different densities,
the behavior changed markedly. When exposed to densities lower
than that to which they were accommodated, the probability of
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emigration was reduced, and when exposed to densities greater than
that to which they are accommodated, the probability of emigration is

increased. The modification of the behavior in this manner indicates
an ability on the part of the beetles to assess the quality of the
environment in relation to the environment which they have already
experienced. This ability could allow the beetles to adjust their
oviposition behavior.
Response to Conditioned Flour

In addition to variability in the direct response to density, this
study has identified a great deal of genetic variability in response to
conditioned flour. The intraspecific variation in this behavior has not

been emphasized in the Tribolium literature. Although previous
studies (Park, 1935; Ghent, 1963; Ogden, 1969) have not utilized an

apparatus which could separate the variation into more than two

categories, they have in fact demonstrated that the behavioral

response is not uniform in all individuals. As mentioned in the
Introduction, the mechanisms for this response are not fully understood. However, Ogden's (1969) study with T. confusum demonstrated
the repellant effect of quinones. Thus, the behavior is presumably in

part a measure of sensitivity to these chemicals. Ogden's (1969)
study also demonstrated that a non-quinone factor is responsible for

the attractiveness of conditioned flour to T. confusum. A plausible
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hypothesis is that this factor is an aggregation pheromone. These
substances have been identified principally among the Coleoptera,

especially in bark beetles (Jacobson, 1974). Although aggregation
pheromones have not been identified in any Tenebrionids, Tribolium

is thought to have evolved in the same sort of subcortical habitat
occupied by the majority of beetles known to produce aggregation
pheromones (Jacobson, 1974; Dawson, 1976).

A second aspect of the behavior, which has been emphasized in

the literature, is the apparent species difference--the greater
average sensitivity of CS to conditioned flour. Since no quantification

of the level of conditioning was made, it is difficult to compare this

behavior between species, however. The response to the gradient
makes it clear that the positive response of CF to conditioned flour
is not absolute but depends on the level of conditioning. The differ-

ence in response of CF between the preliminary experiments and the

heritability experiment emphasizes this point. In the latter experiment the conditioning was apparently reduced since the CF distribution shifted toward the conditioned flour end of the gradient. The best

evidence for a qualitative difference between species is the difference in genetic control of the character. While a large additive
component is present in CS, the genetic variation in CF seems to be
largely non-additive.
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Conditioning is a cumulative function of crowding, and therefore

adds a new dimension, time, to the response to population density in
natural populations. In CS, and to a lesser extent in CF, a large
proportion of the adult population may disperse each generation
(Graham, 1962). Thus, if environmental quality is altered by occupa-

tion, the ability to respond to this quality before oviposition would

allow selection of optimal habitats for juvenile survival.
An interesting hypothesis is that conditioning arose as a group

selected trait. Quinones, one component of conditioned flour, exhibit
a bacteriostatic and fungistatic effect (Van Wyk et al., 1959;

Englehardt et al., 1965) and are also lethal on contact to mites (Roth,
1943).

Thus, mortality rates may be reduced in conditioned flour;

this could be sufficient to explain the origin of a positive response to
conditioning if a certain density were necessary for the quinone concentration to achieve its germicidal function. However, it would be

necessary for this reduction in mortality to compensate for any
reduction in fecundity, increase in developmental time and mortality,

and for any increase in mortality due to greater cannibalism in a
denser population.

Even if partially correct, the above hypothesis is insufficient to
explain the species difference in response to conditioned flour. How-

ever, this difference is consistent with the hypothesis based upon
emigration behavior, that CS has become adapted to exploiting
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temporally ephemeral habitats while CF has evolved in relatively

more stable habitats. If the mean life time of an oviposition site is
low, conditioning should be evaluated negatively- indicating an
an environment with low prospect of future survival. On the other

hand, if the mean life-time is long, or if the life-time is highly
variable, such that juvenile survival (averaged over all oviposition
sites) is low, conditioning should be evaluated at more than its

present worth, i.e. as an indicator of temporal stability. Cohen's
(1966) model predicts that selection for reduced mortality would be

strongest when successful dispersal is low (translating his results on

germination strategy into dispersal strategy). Hence, if the
germicidal action of quinones is effective in reducing mortality, one
would expect the evolution of increased tolerance of quinones on the

part of CF.
Surprisingly, since conditioned flour has such a profound effect
on fecundity, no significant relationship between fecundity and the

behavioral response to conditioned flour could be detected. However,
it has been shown that the average response of CS has changed
significantly among populations exposed to different levels of competition (Riddle and Dawson, unpublished) suggesting that this behavior

is actually related in some way to fitness in laboratory cultures. We
have shown (Riddle and Dawson, unpublished) that CF enters the flour

much later than does CS in these cultures and that the resulting wave
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of CF larvae is up to two weeks slower than that of CS. Hence, this
behavior may have changed in the competition cultures in response to
larval cannibalism on eggs.

In pure cultures, the larval populations appear in "waves" due
to curtailment of recruitment by the high larval cannibalism on eggs
(Reynolds, 1967). This cannibalism is reduced sufficiently by the

time the initial 200 adults are removed to allow some survival of
eggs to the larval stage, even under the low humidity conditions in

which these experiments were carried out. However, in order for
the behavioral variation in sensitivity to conditioned flour to be

expressed as differences in fitness, it is necessary to postulate
another difference, perhaps differential cannibalism of the eggs produced by these behavioral phenotypes since the present results
demonstrate no relationship of the behavioral variation to fecundity.
Cannibalism has been demonstrated to differ significantly with the
level of conditioning (Park, 1935; Sonleitner, 1961) and with depth in

the flour column (Park et al., 1965, 1974). Park et al. (1974)
demonstrated temporal changes in larval cannibalism with depth in
the column of flour due to aging of the larvae. Cannibalism was

initially greatest in the upper portion of the column but became
greater in the lower portion between days 12 and 14 of larval age.

However, these experiments were carried out by changing flour every
two days and in the absence of adults so applicability of the results to
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the dynamics of an ongoing culture are obscure. Reynolds (1967)
has shown that adults tend to oviposit in the lower portion of the
column while larvae tend to move upward as they age. This would

minimize egg cannibalism in the lower portion of the flour column.

Reynolds' experiments involved only two pairs of adults so the effect

might be even more dramatic in our populations. We have collected

preliminary data at the densities used to initiate our cultures which
indicate that the vertical distribution in the flour column does tend to
become bimodal within 12 days after initiation of the culture. Thus,

the possibility seems good that genotypes which are less sensitive to
conditioned flour are able to achieve a higher rate of reproductive

success by interactions with other life stages which force more
sensitive individuals toward the surface of the culture and reduces
cannibalism in the lower portion of the flour column.

In CF the variation in response to conditioned flour appears to
be largely non-additive. This could explain why the surprising

slowness of CF for entering fresh flour has not changed under
laboratory husbandry. Furthermore, this may account for the rela-

tive failure of CF to respond to competition under laboratory conditions (Dawson, personal communication; Park and Lloyd, 1955).

Under natural conditions, overdominance for the response to con-

ditioned flour would presumably be related to dispersal strategies as
discussed previously. Moreover, dispersal in response to a
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cumulative function of density would allow the dispersal strategy to
be adjusted in response to the age of the local population as well as to

the immediate quality of resources or cannibalism.
Fecundity

Estimates of the heritability of the sensitivity of fecundity to
conditioned flour as measured by the ratio of fecundity in conditioned
flour to fecundity in fresh flour were quite unusual in that the maternal

estimate was considerably smaller in both species. The paternal
estimates were 0.35 and 0.49 for CS and CF, respectively while the
corresponding maternal estimates were 0.08 and -0.05. The occurrence of these differences in both species by chance is highly unlikely.
A more plausible explanation is the existence of a common bias.

A bias does exist for the additive genetic variance attributable
to sex-linked genes. In a random mating population in linkage
equilibrium this bias doubles the proportion of additive genetic

variance contributing to variation between half-sibs so that the
contribution of these loci to the apparent heritability will be twice the
real value (Bohidar, 1964). In a non-random mating population, or
more generally if the genotype frequencies deviate from Hardy-

Weinberg expectations, the bias can be infinitely greater, however.

For one locus the bias can increase with an increase in the frequency
of heterozygous female parents even though mating is random. This
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results from a reduction in variation between full sib families due to

the increase in the genetic similarity or mothers.
The effect of a greater than expected frequency of heterozygotes ("negative inbreeding") can be seen from the formulae given by
Bohidar (1964) (rearranged) for the variance components under

inbreeding, F taking negative values in this case,
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where A and D refer to additive and dominance effects, a and s refer

to autosomal and sex-linked loci, and F is the inbreeding coefficient.
The bracketed terms isolate autosomal components of variance
from components involving sex-linked genes.
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Additive and additive x additive autosomal epistatic components

are affected identically in both full and paternal half sisters. The
analogous sex-linked components are unaffected in half sisters and

biased downward in full sisters as already discussed. Additive x
additive interactions between sex-linked and autosomal loci are
reduced in both types of relatives but with the square of F in full

sisters. Finally, all the variance components involving dominance,
which do not occur in the paternal half-sib estimates, decrease with
higher powers of F. Thus, a bias due to sex-linkage may increase
with increasing "negative inbreeding" because 1) the covariance

components for paternal half-sibs due to additive gene effects at sexlinked loci do not decrease in absolute magnitude with increasing
negative inbreeding, 2) the covariance components due to autosomal

loci and interactions between autosomal loci and sex-linked loci do
decrease in absolute value, and 3) the non-additive components in full

sisters decrease with higher powers of F. These effects not only
would account for the bias, but by reducing the absolute contributions

of autosomal loci, would account for the large relative importance of

sex-linked loci suggested by the large heritabilities.

In addition to the sex-chromosome bias, linkage itself will
cause a bias in the covariances between relatives (Cockerham, 1956).

This is particularly important for sex-linked genes because of the
complete lack of recombination in males. Thus, the probability of
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two paternal half-sisters inheriting the same gene, gene pair or
higher order combination of genes from their father is constant and
equal to unity, and the coefficient of the additive interaction variances

as well as the additive variance will be one-half.
Deviations from Hardy-Weinberg proportions are not unlikely in

these populations. As will be discussed in more detail below,
correlations among the fecundities indicate the existence of two types
of gene effect on fecundity: 1) additive effects appear to be negatively

correlated between environments, and 2) dominance appears to have
positively correlated effects between environments. If these effects

are attributable to individual loci, selection will affect their allelic
arrangement as well as frequency. Disequilibrium will be enhanced
by linkage: in particular this will affect loci located on the Xchromosome because of the complete linkage in males. It seems

unlikely that a random chromosomal structure would be optimal.

Denoting set 1 genes by A., optimal in fresh flour, a., optimal in
conditioned

d b. (B.b.

dominant), a chromosomal structure which would lead to a reduced
genetic load can be represented as Al B1 A2 B2 A3 A4 B3 and

al bl a2 b2 a3 a4 b3 since this would lead to either 1) individuals with
intermediate fecundity in either environment but minimum sensitivity
to conditioning, or 2) individuals with maximum fecundity in one

environment or the other. Thus, the environmental heterogeneity
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would seem to lead to linkage disequilibrium even if only additive

effects are postulated for determination of the metric characters
within environments. Fitness, on the other hand, if it were somehow

averaged over environments, should exhibit epistasis of an additive
x heterozygote nature. This would arise indirectly since the fitness

effects of chromosomal structure are postulated to influence the

progeny, not the parental, generation. Epistatic interactions,
additive x additive for set 1 genes and dominance x dominance for

set 2 genes, would intensify disequilibrium. Given this disequilibrium, one would expect selection for reduced recombination (Karlin
and McGregor, 1974). Dewees (1975, 1976) has in fact reported

evidence for directional dominance at both autosomal and sex-linked

loci for reduced recombination in T. castaneum. The chromosomal
structure postulated above would result in an excess of (multilocus)
heterozygotes (negative inbreeding) for genes influencing the
sensitivity of fecundity to conditioning. Thus, if reduced crossing

over is expressed in these heterozygotes, the effect on the variance
of the fecundity ratio would be in the observed direction--i.e. a
reduction in the component associated with females.

It is interesting that the bias is greater in CF. This species
has a larger sex-chromosome, presumed to have arisen by translocation with an autosome in a CS-like ancestor (Smith, 1952; Dawson,
1968). It is unlikely for such an event to be established in the
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absence of a selective advantage. This could lie with the reduction in
recombinational load discussed above. Other lines of evidence

suggest that CF has evolved in relatively more stable habitats and has
been exposed to more intense fluctuations in density. Thus, the

same sort of selective forces hypothesized here to be acting in
laboratory populations, should have existed during the evolution of

these beetles, and more intensely in CF than in CS.
Finally, it should be noted that while the heritabilities of the
fecundity ratio imply rather enormous contributions of sex-linked

genes to this character, the above considerations demonstrate how
this may be more apparent than real. However, the potential
importance of sex-linked loci in Tribolium cannot be discounted.
Boylan and Wong (1965) and Goodwill and Enfield (1971) have reported

evidence for X-linked genes affecting pupal weight. Goodwill and

Enfield (1971) found a heritability of 0.15 for pupal weight in a line
of CS with a theoretical inbreeding coefficient of 0.99994; 80% of the

genetic variance was associated with the X chromosome. It was
conservatively estimated that 12 X-linked loci were influencing pupal
weight. In order to account for the genetic variance which was extant

in the face of such intense inbreeding pressure, it seems likely that
either these loci. pleitropically affected a fitness component or that
closely linked loci influencing fitness were also segregating.
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Fitness
An important aspect of this study was the measurement of

fecundity as this provides a means of assessing the relationship of the

characters to fitness. The heritability of a character has a predictable relationship to fitness under uniform environmental con-

ditions due to Fisher's (1958) fundamental theorem of natural selection (Robertson, 1955; Ewens, 1975); however, Dempster (1955) and
more recently Wills (1975) have pointed out that no such relationship

exists when the variation is maintained by environmental heterogeneity.

In the populations analyzed in this study fecundity is a major
component of fitness. However, two major pathways exist which

would lead to selection for high fecundity under variable environments.

These are illustrated in Figure 11. The first exists immediately
following the transfer to new medium and reduction in population

size to 200 adults. Egg survival at this point in the cycle is highest

due to the absence of the highly cannibalistic larvae, and the nutrient
value of the medium is maximal. However, Sonleitner (1961) has
shown in CS that recovery of fecundity to normal levels exhibited in

fresh flour after prolonged exposure to conditioned flour takes approxi-

mately one week. Thus, individuals least sensitive to conditioned

flour, K-strategists, will initially be at an advantage. These initial
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Figure 11. Temporal distribution of all life stages occurring within
a 10 week cycle. Exact form of the distributions for
these populations is unknown. Their general shape has
been inferred from preliminary experiments and known
interactions between the life stages. Second cohort eggs
are known to survive to the larval stage, but whether
these and second generation progeny survive to the adult
stage is hypothetical.
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advantages of individuals who are less sensitive to conditioned flour

might be outweighed by later reproduction were it not for larval

cannibalism. Measurements of age specific cannibalism rates and
preliminary population censuses for CS (Riddle and Dawson, unpub-

lished) suggest that this cannibalism will begin to have a marked effect
on survival by a week and one-half after initiation of the cycle, that

is, very shortly after full recovery from the effects of conditioning
should have taken place. Hence, the advantage due to high fecundity

under optimal conditions may be tempered by larval cannibalism. In
addition, Dawson (1975) has emphasized the importance of pupal
cannibalism by larvae on rapidly developing individuals and by adults
on slow developers. This cannibalism would temper the advantage

due to rapid reproduction if it were combined with fast development

or due to later reproduction if it were combined with slow development. This pattern of selection should lead to a non-random associa-

tion of the two traits, and hence, an experimental test for the
importance of pupal cannibalism in these cultures.
The second opportunity for the existence of differential
exploitation is due to the possibility of producing a second cohort or

even a second generation. CS larval cannibalism has been shown to
decrease sufficiently following the removal of adults from the culture
at day 20 to allow survival of some eggs (Riddle and Dawson,
unpublished). In the populations censused there was no indication
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that these individuals eclosed. However, this result was obtained
under a set of conditions which may not reflect the average conditions
obtaining throughout the seven year history of the populations. These
include the high level of conditioning to which the beetles were pre-

treated and the low humidity. In the studies by Howe (1956, 1960) the

delay in mean developmental rate of larvae due to a reduction in
relative humidity from 70% to 30% at 30°C was 7.6 days in CS and

7.1 days in CF. Considering that a large number of pupae were
present in the population censuses at day 70, this humidity effect
could make an important difference on the survival of second cohort
and second generation progeny.

The existence of a high proportion of additive genetic variance

for fecundity strongly implicates the evolutionary importance of
environmental variability in these populations. In contrast, esti-

mates of additive genetic variation for fecundity in Drosophila have
been quite low (Bell et al., 1955; Robertson, 1957; Martin and Bell,
1960; De Fries and Touchberry, 1961). The heritabilities obtained in

this study are somewhat larger than the estimates made by Orozco
and Tagarro (1969) and Orozco and Bell (1974a) for virgin egg lay in
7-11 day old females but radically different from those obtained by

Krause and Bell (1972). The estimates by Orozco and Bell were

0.22 and 0.33 from daughter-dam regressions and full sib analyses,

respectively, at a temperature of 28 o C. However, it was determined
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in their study that the heritability declined in response to increasing

temperature stress for the three temperatures examined-28o was
the harshest. At the optimum temperature, 33°C, the heritability
increased from 0.22 to 0.34 and from 0.33 to 0.38. Since the populations used in this study have been maintained for seven years at
29

oC,

one might expect some adjustment of the optimum to have

occurred by selection, and hence, the higher estimates of Orozco and
Bell may be more comparable to those which I obtained.

Krause and Bell (1972) estimated the heritabilities of fecundity
in mated females in two populations marked with the mutations black

and pearl. Estimates from the sire component were 0.04 and 0.01,
from the maternal component were 0.79 and 0.14 and from daughter-

dam regressions were 0.31 and 0.05 for black and pearl, respectively.
In discussing the differences between these two studies, Orozco and
Bell (1974a) pointed out that in the study by Krause and Bell fecundity

was measured for only one day while in their study virgin egg lay was

measured over a four day period. The later study was probably more

accurate since Orozco had demonstrated earlier that a four day
measurement of virgin egg lay was more highly correlated with the
performance for a 30 day period than was a two day measurement

(Orozco et al., 1972). In the present experiment fecundity was
measured for two days. In addition, a second source of error not dis-

cussed in these papers is the time at which the measurement is made.
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Krause and Bell measured fecundity between 10 and 15 days after

eclosion, which corresponds to the maximum peak in age specific

fecundity. However, fecundity increases very sharply to this point
so that variation in time to maximum fecundity would have been
confounded with variation in fecundity itself. In my study fecundity

was measured approximately one week later than this and fecundity
in conditioned flour was measured approximately two weeks later.

Further steps taken in the present work to increase the precision
involved culling exceptionally low values and counting eggs attached to

the inside of the vial.

An interesting aspect of the present results is the high heritability of fecundity in both environments. In contrast, Orozco and

Bell (1974a) found that heritability decreased in stress environments
from 0.34 at 33 oC to 0.22 at 28°C. Stress was determined, as in

this study, by reduction in average fecundity. Furthermore, com-

parison of full sib correlations and intrasire regressions of daughters
on dams indicated that dominance variance was of greater importance

in the stress environment. The results of their selection study supported these initial conclusions (Orozco and Bell, 1974b). Reciprocal

recurrent selection, acting on the non-additive genotypic effects,
increased the genetic correlations of egg lay between environments

while family selection within temperature regimes decreased the
correlations between environments. These results were interpreted
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as evidence that the non-additive component was related to general
adaptability while the additive component was related to specific

performance under optimal conditions. The high heritabilities

observed for fecundity in conditioned flour, clearly a stress environment as measured by the reduction in fecundity, suggests that

dominance does not increase in stress environments, however.
The genetic architecture of fecundity with respect to fresh and
conditioned flour is seen to differ even more markedly from that
described by Orozco and Bell (1974a) when the correlations are
examined. In both species the phenotypic correlation between

fecundity in fresh and conditioned flour is low (0.42 ± 0.04 in CS and

0.33 ± 0.04 in CF), and this is reflected as well by the low correlations due to additive genic effects (0.40 -I- 0.32 in CS and -0.28

±

0.55

in CF). Thus, the high levels of additive genetic variance for fecun-

dity in fresh and conditioned flour are not attributable to the effects of

the same genes. This interpretation is supported by the inverse
relationship of the correlation between the fecundity differential or
ratio with fecundity in fresh and conditioned flour. In contrast, the

correlations observed by Orozco and Bell fell between 0.69 and 0.86
indicating that fecundity at different temperatures is largely the

same trait.
Since the high heritabilities of fecundity in fresh and conditioned

flour result from the effects of different genes, they do not, as
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suggested earlier, indicate the absence of significant dominance
effects. In fact the maternal estimates of genetic correlations are

high in both species, 0.87

±

0.21 in CS and 1.25

±

0.26 in CF. These

indicate that dominance effects are related to general adaptability

with respect to differences in flour as well as with respect to
temperature.
The differences in the genetic basis of fecundity with respect to

flour differences and with respect to temperature differences are
reconcilable with their probable evolutionary histories. On a rela-

tive scale, temperature fluctuations are rapid (with respect to
generation time) and unpredictable while changes in conditioning follow

a regular cycle of much longer periodicity. Temperature and conditioning are fine and coarse grained in Levin's (1968) sense. Thus,

one expects selection to be stabilizing with respect to temperature
and to lead to highly canalized, gereralist phenotypes but disruptive
with respect to conditioning and to lead to specialized phenotypes and

broad niched species. It is interesting that this contrast was also
produced by artificial selection in Orozco and Bell's (1974b) selection
study. Selection progress within temperatures for increased

fecundity, primarily attributable to additive gene effects, led to

reduced genetic correlations between temperatures. Reciprocal
recurrent selection for non-additive effects increased the genetic

correlations, however. What seems particularly remarkable in the
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present study is that selection within one population would lead to a

genetic architecture essentially as extreme as that of two populations
artificially selected for two environments.
The genetic correlations of emigration and the response to
conditioned flour with the fecundity variables suggests that the

biological basis for this differential gene action is in part behavioral.
In CF emigration is positively genetically correlated with fecundity
in fresh flour but negatively genetically correlated with fecundity in
conditioned flour. In CS the correlation with fecundity in conditioned

flour is even more negative, but the correlation of this behavior with
fecundity in fresh flour is also negative. Sonleitner (1961) has
demonstrated a possible mechanism by which this behavior may have
its influence on fecundity in the outbred populations. Beetles confined

to the surface of the medium were found to manifest an extreme

inhibition for oviposition--only 20% of normal. Thus, individuals

more sensitive to density may spend more time on the surface and

consequently suffer a reduced fecundity. A similar mechanism
could operate with respect to the response to conditioned flour.
A second cause of the differential gene activity between fresh
and conditioned flour may of course be physiological. The nutritional
value of the medium presumably alters both qualitatively and quantitatively as a result of the growth of the population. Lin and Richards
(1952) determined that CF could grow equally fast on either
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whole-wheat flour or yeast but in either case slower than on a
mixture of whole-wheat flour and yeast. These observations were
confirmed and extended to CS by Magis (1954). Similar results hold

for productivity (number of adult progeny reared per given number of

females per time unit) with the absence of yeast having a greater
effect on CS (Sokoloff et al., 1966). Bell and coworkers have studied

interactions of the nutritional environment with genotype for growth

rate of larvae. Yamada and Bell (1963) selected for high pupal
weight in two environments, good and poor, defined by the presence

or absence of 10% brewer's yeast, and in both environments
simultaneously. In both lines the direct response was greater than

the indirect response to selection although this was most pronounced
in the line selected for high weight on poor ration. In addition, no

response was observed for selection for large size in both environ
ments simultaneously or in alternating generations. These results
were confirmed and extended by Hardin and Bell (1967). In their

study heritabilities on good and poor ration were similar, 0.21 and
0. 19, respectively, but the genetic correlation was 0.60 IF 0.21
indicating a difference in the genes affecting growth in the two

environments. The direct and correlated responses were 8.4 (x 10-2
mg) vs. 3.6 on the good ration and 8.8 vs. 0.9 on the poor ration,
thus confirming that different genes were involved in determining

growth under the two environmental regimes. Apparently, specialized
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genotypes exist which can utilize certain sets of nutrients for growth
with high efficiency. Furthermore, the lack of response to simul-

taneous selection for high growth rate under both nutritional regimes
observed by Yamada and Bell (1963), strongly suggests that these
specialized metabolic genotypes are mutually exclusive. Similar
limitations presumably apply to reproduction and may explain in part
the negative relationship of fecundity ratio with fecundity in fresh
flour and the positive relationship with fecundity in conditioned

flour. Hardin and Bell (1967) have speculated on a possible mechanism
for this interaction between genotype and nutritional environment. In

their study genotypes corresponded to the Purdue "foundation" stock
and a derivative produced by 40 generations of selection for high pupae

weight. The experiment was p. factorial with three levels each of

soybean meal, dried brewer's yeast, a vitamin premix and corn oil
which were added to a basic cornmeal medium. The grestest affect
on growth was due to the presence or absence of 5% brewer's yeast.

Corn oil depressed growth, mostly in the absence of yeast. The
authors suggest that this may be caused by a reduction in food intake
due to the higher energy level in the diet which would have aggravated

the existing nutritional deficiency (lack of yeast).
Levene's (1953) model for selection in two niches is applicable

to the Tribolium model to the extent that the original adults in a cycle
succeed in breeding twice, under two levels of conditioning. Although
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these cohorts would be separated in time, they would not be separated

in terms of generations. The relative amount of time spent in the
two environments would correspond to Levene's two niches. The
conditions found by Levene for equilibrium were that the harmonic

mean relative fitness of the two homozygotes must be less than the

fitness of the heterozygote. Since the two fitness characters,

fecundity in fresh and conditioned flour, are functionally related,
these equilibrium conditions impose some restrictions on the func-

tional relationships of gene effects on both characters by the loci
which are maintained in a polymorphic state. If the two niches were

equally frequent, for example, genes exhibiting inverse additive
effects or interactions would have the required property of a harmonic
mean less than the heterozygote fitness.

r- and K-Strategies

The existence of an axis of r- and K-strategies which is related
to the environmental heterogeneity is nicely demonstrated by the

significant regression of discriminant scores on fecundity. The
discriminant function can be thought of as measuring distance between
populations (Snedecor and Cochran, 1967). In this application the

populations were half sib families. Hence, the function which best

distinguishes between these families will describe a "supercharacter"
which has maximum additive genetic variance and which should be
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most responsive to selection. In an equilibrium population one would
expect the coefficients of terms in this equation to reflect negative
interactions among components of fitness. Rather than this, the

greatest difference between families lies along an axis of sensitivity,

even though all three characters are not highly correlated. Variation
on this axis was associated with quite large fitness differentials. This

demonstrates its non-neutrality, and since the genetic variation is
additive, strongly implicates the role of environmental heterogeneity
in maintaining the variability.

Maintenance of genetic variation in r- and K-strategies in the
face of high density-independent mortality seems to stand in contrast

to the usual generalizations. Gadgil and Solbrig (1972) state:
The central idea of r- and K-selection is that populations
living in environments imposing high density-independent
(D.I. ) mortality (r-strategists) will be selectively favored
to allocate a greater proportion of resources to reproductive
activities at the cost of their capabilities to propagate
under crowded conditions, and conversely, populations
living in environments imposing high density-dependent
(D.D. ) regulation (K-strategists) will be selectively favored
to allocate a greater proportion of resources to nonreproductive activities, at the cost of their capabilities to
propagate under conditions of high D.I. mortality.
The Tribolium models suggest that high density-independent mortality

is not a sufficient parameter to specify directional selection for

r-strategists. In these models the existence of a second round of
selection under high density conditions apparently maintains K-

strategists in the population in spite of severe density-independent
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mortality. Hence, an important parameter missing in Gadgil and

Solbrig's concept of r- and K-selection is the variability in the density

at reproduction. Low variability should result in directional selection
for r- or K-strategies while a high variability may lead to a mixed
strategy.
Computer simulations have shown that genetic variability in r
and K can significantly alter the form of population growth, particu-

larly when the r and K values of genotypes are negatively correlated
between environments (Anderson and King, 1970; Anderson, 1971;

King and Anderson, 1971; Riddle, unpublished). No a priori reason is

apparent to justify assuming the latter point in general, however.
The principle of allocation, used extensively by Levins (1968), sug-

gests that specialization is concomitant with a reduced range

of

performance. However, the principle does not negate the existence
of a set of genes whose effects are positively correlated across
environments but only that such generalist genotypes would not exhibit

optimal performance within any environment. The overall genetic
and phenotypic relationship between performance under all environ-

ments must depend upon the relative frequencies of genes having

these contrasting effects of producing negative vs, positive correla-

tions of performance across environments. For the populations
examined in the present study, the correlations among fecundity
variables suggest the presence of both types of genotypic effect.
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The populations were chosen because of the importance of

variation in density in contrast to other environmental variation.
Density is the most important environmental variable in these populations, so it would seem reasonable that the genetic structure would be

optimized with respect to density. The time scale of environmental
variation would not seem to be favorable for the selection of extreme

genotypes, however, Changes in the flour occur within generations
in these populations. Thus, variation due to density changes is fine

grained--individuals are selected on the basis of performance in
all environments. This is presumably reflected in the positive
correlations of fecundity across environments due to dominance.

Apparently, variation in density is sufficient to select for specialist
genotypes as well. (As discussed above these genetic components

may not be independent.) In contrast, King and Dawson (1972) have

reported a large positive correlation between r and K across environments in populations of CF maintained in a manner which minimized

variation in density and maximized variation in temperature and food
type.

It may be of interest to speculate somewhat about the influence

of habitat structure and the breeding system on the genetic structure
(with respect to the relative magnitude of additive and dominance

effects) since it is the latter which determines the potential for
genetic interactions with population growth. The greatest potential
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for these interactions exists when the genic effects are specialized
or negatively correlated between environments and when they are

additive. Random mating would seem to constitute the major barrier
to such specialization. There should be what amounts to reciprocal

recurrent selection on cross bred progeny of alternative specialists.

This would result in either a single specialist, or if generalist
phenotypes tend to result from heterozygosity as found in the results
of the present study, random mating should limit the degree of
specialization which could be achieved. Specialization would be easier

to achieve with higher levels of assortative mating, whether this is by
habitat or by phenotype. With respect to the adaptation to variation in
population density, such assortative mating will be promoted by

density-dependent dispersal. Hence, the potential for interactions
between the genetic structure of the population and population

growth would be greatest in populations with small, local demes of
organisms with relatively good powers of dispersal., Assuming

densities of the demes are controlled independently, such organisms
would have the optimum chance of finding a habitat of the most

suitable density.

The mixture of genetic specialists observed in this study has
some interesting implications for the "niche-overlap" hypothesis
(Pianka, 1970, 1972). Pianka argued that decreasing competition in

rarefied populations should allow r-strategists to utilize wider niches.
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This concept implicitly assumes the primary importance of quantita-

tive vs. qualitative aspects of the environment, however. The evidence presented here suggests that genotypes with maximum performance under a single type of environment, whether this favors

K-strategists or r-strategists, are specialists, even though the
beetles are immersed in food resource. Thus, physiological
constraints may limit the productivities which can be attained on

unlimited resource, thus leading to the selection of narrow niched

species in rarefied environments as well as in saturated environments
and broad niched species in highly variable environments.

The genetic structure of these populations has a bearing also on
the concept of ecological release and niche width. While the correla-

tions demonstrate the existence of genetic specialists, i.e. a
population structure analogous to "heterogeneous euryphagy" in birds
(Soule, 1970; VanValen and Grant, 1970), niche width is narrow not

wide. Roughgarden (1972) presented a model which predicted that

in the absence of selection niche width, measured as the phenotypic
variance of the population, should be twice the variance of the off-

spring phenotype variance. These variances for fecundity are as
follows:

Variance
Population
Offspring

CS

CF

FeF
25.30
20.18

FeC

33.09
29.38

FeF
37.71
31.44

FeC
26.29
21.34
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Obviously, these are very narrow niched species by Roughgarden's
criterion since the offspring variance averages 83% of the population

phenotypic variance. Thus, examination of variance components
alone can lead to highly erroneous conclusions about the niche struc-

ture of a species.
The genetic structure of these Tribolium populations is considerably more complex than that considered by Roughgarden (1972)
and is potentially capable of rapid change. If the environment were

coarse grained in a manner to allow selection in either one regime

or the other, one might predict a rapid decrease in offspring pheno-

typic variance, i.e. an increase in niche width. Since genetic
architecture is likely to be more complex in variable environments,
one could predict greater capabilities for ecological release from

species occupying such environments. This may in part explain the
variability of this ability of release in nature (MacArthur and Wilson,
1967). Also, in contrast to Roughgarden's (1972) suggestion, complex

genetic structures may allow sexual species to exhibit rapid
ecological release.
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APPENDIX

Summary of covariance analyses of fecundity variables in CS
and CF. CS above, CF below. FeF = fecundity in fresh flour,
FeC = fecundity in conditioned flour, FeD = FeF - FeC, FeR =
FeC/FeF, Ci = coefficient of thetRomponent of variance or
covariance attributable to the i- source.

T. castaneum
MCP

MS

FeF

FeC

FeD

FeR

FeF
FeC

FeF
FeD

FeF
FeR

FeC
Feb

FeC
FeR

FeD
FeR

CP

CF

CM

3

186.88

346.53

242.44

0.151

145.49

41.40

0.559

-201.05

6.325

-5.767

1

4.60

14.02

Males

34

83.24

67.00

78.50

0.034

35.87

47.37

-0.247

-31.13

1.197

-1.444

1

4.63

13.62

Females

77

47.35

33.65

37.51

0.015

21.74

25.60

-0.181

-11.91

0.486

-0.668

1

4.47

Progeny

405

31.83

20.88

33.86

0.139

9.43

22.40

-0.263

-11.46

0.369

-0.632

1

Blocks

C

B

126.28

T. confusum
186.44

175.17

57.88

0.092

151.87

34.57

0.465

-23.31

2.525

-2.060

1

5.00

13.51

3

59.21

63.26

89.48

0.131

16.50

42.71

-1.170

-46.76

2.154

-3.325

4.83

12.11

40

1

Males

77

32.72

38.07

28.34

0.046

21.22

11.50

-0.131

-16.84

0.930

-1.061

1

4.23

Females

Progeny

418

20.17

26.43

34.36

0.049

6.12

14.05

-0.042

-20.31

0.836

-1.238

1

Blocks

133.89

Summary of covariance components of fecundity variables in CS
and CF.

Species

CS

CF

FeC
FeD

FeC

1.59

0.005

-1.48

0.052

-0.057

0.72

0.018

-0.10

0.026

-0.008

9.43 22.40 -0.263 -11.46

0.369

-0.632

2.61 -0.089

-2.51

0.100

-0.189

0.064

FeF
FeC

Males

1.00

Females

2.76

Progeny

Males

FeD
FeR

FeF
FeR

Component

-0.57

FeF
FeD

FeR

Females

3.57 -0.60

0.82

0.022

0.042

Progeny

6.12 14.05 -0.402 -20.31

0.836

-1.238

Summary of covariance analyses batween fecundity variables and the
behaviors, emigration (E) and response to conditioned flour (CFR),
in CS and CF. CS above, CF below. FeF = fecundity in fresh flour,
FeC = fecundity in conditioned flour, FeD = FeF - FeR, FeR = FeC /
FeF. C = coefficient of the component of variance or covariance
Li,
source.
attributable to the
T. castaneum

MCP
MS
CFR

0.0199

390.18

14.67

0.0069

6.44

0.0034

FeC

3

56.06

51.63

Males

34

18.28

Females

63

10.11

Blocks

FeR

CFR with

Emigration with
E

FeF

CF

CM

FeC

FeR

-3.618

-5.198

-0.072

1

2.82

-0.325

-0.404

0.158

0.011

1

2.63

-0.31

0.070

0.103

0.231

0.004

1

-6.222

,0.162

1

2.98
2.67

FeF

FeC

FeR

0.713

-128.52

-88.43

-0.169

140.82

0.563

-7.10

-16.05

90.01

0.286

-2.C2

C

B

24.62

T. confusum
3

13.57

59.53

0.035

167.10

0,886

25.29

.,-20,15

,-1.064

'4.505

Males

39

15.99

20.24

0.029

157.34

0.465

4.61

-13.74

,0.513

0,092

0,834

0,035

1

Females

63

10.03

8.90

0.012

90.53

0.374

-6.39

-5,55

-0.034

-0.004

0.208

0.009

1

Blocks

28.73

